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Pratt & Whitney announces the Twin Hornet engine, rated at 1400 horsepower for takeoff on

95 octane fuel with normal rating of 1150 horsepower at 2350 r.p.m. Third in a series of

two-row engines, the Twin Hornet opens up new possibilities for high-performance aircraft.

With universal recognition of the two -row engine principle for highest horsepower

ratings, it is significant that this engineering achievement was pioneered, developed and
proved by Pratt & Whitney.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
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when Aero Mobiloil is used.

Private pilots will tell you that Aero

Mobiloil gives longer service,smoother

performance—keeps rings free, valves

clean and pistons bright.

Treat your ship to Aero Mobiloil,

Aero Mobilgas and Mobilgreasc. Sold

by two hundred fifty leading U. S. A.

airport dealers at the famous Sign of

the Flying Red Horse.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.INCORPORATED
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<6WHY do we advertise? For the same reason any

other manufacturer advertises: to sell an idea . . .

but the idea in our case is only indirectly keyed

to immediate sales.

We advertise to make more widely known die

fact that pioneering in aircraft design and con-

struction has been our tradition since the earliest

days of practical aeronautics. We advertise to

spread knowledge of the improvements we have

made, and are making almost daily, in our planes.

We advertise to create confidence in our ability

and in what we have to sell, for in aviation as in

almost no other industry die ability of the manu-
facturer is the key to the merit of his product.

As a result, many Mardn-built planes such as

the Pan-American Clippers are in daily scheduled

passenger service. They are doing their part in

the job of selling the world on the idea of travel

by air . . . by setting new standards of safe, de-

pendable operation.5?

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN

. MARTIN S READY

Martin-built ships of the China Clipper type already have proved their capacity for trans-Atlantic ser-

vice. Carrying bundles to China for Pan-American Airways, they span far greater distances, and

make far longer non-stop flights, than are involved in any of the proposed U.S. to Europe routes.

THE GLENN L. MARTIN COMPANY
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS





A NEW O. J. WHITNEY, INC.

I N addition to the finest charter service on this continent we now offer the finest charter

service in Europe, Africa, and Egypt. We have joined forces with OLLEY AIR SERVICE,

LTD. of London to give our clients this service.

WE can now offer exceptional export markets through our many agents in Central and

South America. Mr. Whitney's personal contacts assure exporters of profitable bona fide

transactions. Vast markets await you, reach them through our export service.

Distributors of beechcraft and ryan airplanes, Jacobs and menasco
motors, and STANAVO products. Our air-line equipped shop is always ready to give

you the finest repair work obtainable.



TRUSTWORTHY E K®MCAL EQUIPMENT

Every instant around the clock, smooth functioning
of airport facilities depends upon unfailing perfor-
mance from scores of electrical aids. Not for a second
can any member of this “ground crew” falter with-
out hampering pilots, service crews or airport operat-
ing personnel in the flawless performance of their
duties.

From the beginning of the aviation industry, West-
inghouse has realized the heavy responsibilities
placed upon electrical equipment for airports, air
lanes and maintenance bases. Always keeping pace
with the need for new and improved products-
many times anticipating these needs—a constant
stream of new and advanced equipment for radio
communication, airport and airlane lighting, shop
and administration building supplies have resulted
from Westinghouse research and engineering de-
velopment.

Capitalize on Westinghouse facilities for research,
engineering, manufacturing and world-wide service.
Call in your nearby representative of “The Name
that Means Everything in Electricity”. Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa. j 93313

Westinghouse
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Bendix airplane landing gear equipment con-

tributes mightily to these important factors—

confidence and comfort—by cushioning the

impact shocks of landing ... by absorbing

the lesser bumps of taxi-ing ... by providing

the sure, smooth stop with adequate braking.

BENDIX PRODUCTS CORPORATION
AIRPLANE WHEEL AND BRAKE DIVISION

401 Bendix Drive, South Bend, Indiana

BENDIX
AIRPLANE WHEELS • BRAKES - PILOT SEATS - PNEUDRAULIC SHOCK STRUTS

AVIATION

» We are continually amazed by

the new accomplishments of airplanes.

—just the other day a Nevada sheriff

caught a fleeing suspect who was
sighted from an airplane. Of course

we know that airplanes have been used

for years by officers of the law to

hunt for escaping bank robbers, kid-

napers and car thieves, but as they

never caught anybody by that method

we thought they were just using a

good excuse for some free airplane

» We had been wondering if the

Pullman cars was unemployed, with

the building of new cars stopped by

the depression. Now we know that he

managed to find another position in

England, as the names announced for

the twelve new Imperial Airways Air-

liners are Ensign, Eddystone, Elsinore,

Ettrick, Explorer, Egeria, Euterpe,

Endymion. Euryalus, Elysian, Em-
pyrean and Echo.

first Intercollegiate Air Meet was held

recently with six colleges and uni-

versities entered, and with the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania as host. Com-
peting events in the meet consisted

of paper straffing, bomb dropping and

spot landings.

Being familiar with the activities of

college students on and off the cam-

puses, we were surprised that they did

not include competitive events in

which they might have shown even

greater skill, such as in stalling along,

blind-date flying and sky-writing of

"Please send check."

» Now that the Spanish battleship

"Espana” has been sunk by a bomb
dropped from an airplane, we think it

would be worth while for some pro-

moter to put on the fight between the

airplane and battleship boys in Mad-

ison Square Garden,—he could be sure

of a top of $40 to $50 for ringside.

If the late Arthur Brisbane were

available we’d put our money on the

airplane contingent, but so far the

“Airplanes Can’t Sink Battleships”

group has had all the best of it in the

newspapers. Their arguments have
stressed the following points, so far as

we can make them out:

1. The airplane dropped the bomb
down the funnel, which isn't considered

2. The bomb struck on the after

deck where the armor was only one
and a half inches thick.

3. The Espana was an out-dated

battleship, being “over age” (Let’s

see now. how many of our battleships

do they say are over age?)

4. The Espana had no water-tight

compartments, and the bombers were
poor sports in picking on a battleship

with that handicap.

5. Somebody probably just lit a ciga-

rette in the powder magazine.

6. It was just a lucky hit anyway.
7. It wasn’t the Espana which was

sunk, just a disguised merchantman.

» Somebody, it seems, is always doing

something to take all of the romance
out of flying. A little while ago some-

body was designing an airplane to

spread fertilizer on large farms, and
now the Army flight surgeons issue

an order the aviators must remove
all false teeth before starting on

flights. How are we going to maintain

the impression among the fair sex that

all flyers are reincarnations of Apollo
and Hercules with news items like

these in the papers?

» Tiie Army Air Corps announces
that it will accept recruits for training

in the following ratings,—airplane and
engine maintenance, armament worker,

radio operator and mechanic, sheet

metal and welding, machinist, meteor-

ology, parachute rigging, clerk, aerial

and ground photography, automobile

mechanic, steward, and cook.

We suppose that the man whose job

it is to leave the gas tank cap off, a

pair of pliers on the seat, a dab of

grease on the controls and a spray of

oil on the windshield, is available to

the Air Corps from the automobile

service stations, already trained.

AVIATION
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The Hindenburg

The HINDENBURG is cone, and the manner
of her passing was so swift and so terrible that

even yet we can scarce believe that it happened.

One minute she was there,—serene, safe, solid.

The next,—literally,—she lay a shapeless mass of
incandescent junk at the foot of the mooring mast
where hands, still outstretched, were waiting to

receive her.

Now, in stunned Lakehurst, investigating boards
have convened. The greatest airship men in the

world—Eckener, Rosendahl, and a dozen others,

—

study countless photographs, hear the testimony

of hundreds of eye-witnesses. Expert investiga-

tors peer and pry through tons of twisted girders,

twisted wires. Static electricity? Structural fail-

ure? Backfire? Sabotage? These are the ques-

tions that they must answer, not only for their

own satisfaction, but before the world. For the

whole world sits, as a coroner's jury sits, over the

battered remains of the fallen giant.

But the answer the world seeks is far broader

than the immediate cause of the disaster. Too
well it remembers the DIXMUDE, the ROMA,
the SHENANDOAH, the R-101, the AKRON
and the MACON. As the HINDENBURG’S
name is added to the roll, questions arise every-

where. Is the game worth the candle? Is there

justification for the heavy cost in lives and in

effort? The airship itself is on trial for its life.

Already voices are being raised from opposing

camps. Germany, with flags half-masted for the

recent dead, announces that the work on the new
LZ-130 will be pushed to completion as rapidly

as possible, that transatlantic schedules will be

resumed. But in Washington, our military people

announce the complete abandonment of all lighter-

than-air work. At Lakehurst, the LOS
ANGLES, once the Navy’s pride, quietly rots

away at her moorings. And Congress, viewing the

record, shakes a dubious head over ever again

making funds available for airships.

In the face of all the troubles that have beset

airships in the past, however, we are not yet per-

suaded that the lighter-than-air craft has no use-

ful place in the future pattern of commercial air

transport. We believe that it would be an irrep-

arable mistake to toss all the hard-earned experi-

ence to the winds, to close the door forever on
lighter-than-air development at this stage. With
centuries of ocean navigation behind us we still

have our TITANICS and our MORRO CAS-
TLES, but we still build our QUEEN MARYS



and our EUROPAS. It is far tea early to be dog-

matically certain that this or that form of air-

craft is the final answer. It seems not impossible

that a variety of forms will be evolved to fill
•

wide range of specific uses. After all, we are onl)

on the threshold of the era of transportation by

air, and, in spite of the tremendous progress of the

last decade, the surface of the problem has scarcely

been scratched.

But whatever direction development takes, Les-

son Number One stands out clear and stark. We
learned it years ago with the destruction of the

ROMA, and it has now been seared into the

minds of the world by the pillar of fire that was
the HINDENBURG. Never again must com-
merce in the air be carried by hydrogen. For the

present, airship development should be confined

to structural and aerodynamic laboratories until

an adequate supply of helium or other inert lifting

gases be made available to all. We cannot offer

any solution of the complicated chemical and eco-

nomic problems involved, but we are certain that

the use of non-inflammable gas is the sine qua non

of airship work in the future.

Now, still stunned and shaken by the tragedy of

the HINDENBURG. we can only await the ver-

dict of the investigating boards. Their findings

will, to a large extent, determine the future of

the airship all over the world. As matters stand,

the whole case for lighter-than-air rests only on

the record of the ageing GRAF ZEPPELIN.
For American aviation and for ourselves, we

extend to the German nation and to families and
friends of those who lost their lives on the field

at Lakehurst our most profound sympathy.

More and Better Weather

In cruising about from airport to airport, and
in talking with our pilot friends, private and pro-

fessional, we are continually coming across a
species of complaint that is definitely too com-
monplace to be ignored. Of course, all pilots like

to "beef” about this and that, but when the same
“beef" comes up time and time again, from Maine
to California, there must be something there to

“beef” about.

“Why can’t we get accurate weather reports at

airports?” is the burden of their cry. At airports,

of all places, where personnel is constantly on the

watch, where all sorts of instruments for observa-

tion are installed, it would seem that accurate

information should be available. Yet pilots are

constantly reporting (a) that they have been

refused permission to land on fields because of

alleged low ceilings when they themselves could

see the field from altitudes well above the pre-

scribed minimum, or (b) they have been given

clearance to land with adequate ceilings reported,

only to find on arrival that even the airport

t-'eeons were '.trolling about on the ground.

•r situation is desirable. The first

.jyance and confusion, and the second

positively dangerous.

The only possible assumption seems to be that

airport weather personnel generally are either

careless or incompetent. Neither is excusable.

Airport managers and the Bureau of Air Com-
merce should immediately take steps to clean up

all such situations. If necessary, get better men
by paying them more

; if necessary, provide better

equipment and increase the number of daily

observations. Surely all pilots coming in from
runs deserve to know exactly what conditions they

will meet at destination. Nothing short of 100

per cent accuracy in airport weather reporting

can be tolerated.

Ten Years After

Twice in the last few months Dick Merrill

flies a round-trip over the Atlantic. Less spec-

tacular than his first, his second trip was a com-
petent job of work, carried off in a professional

manner. To him, to his co-pilot, and to the mak-
ers of the equipment he used, our congratulations.

But we cannot help but contrast his perform-
ance, excellent as it was, with that first New York
to Europe flight whose tenth anniversary is being
fittingly celebrated this month. Alone, with a
type of equipment that few would care to risk

tlieir necks in today, Charles Lindbergh wrote a
page in aviation history that will probably never
be matched. The world did well to acclaim his
flight in 1927 as few events in modem times have
been celebrated.

Merrill’s flights of 1937 far and away exceed
Lindbergh's record in speed, distance, and com-
mercial significance, but as far as we have been
able to discover no one suggested submitting Mer-
rill and Lambie to a Broadway Triumph. Al-
though an Atlantic crossing is still headline
material for a few days, yet we think it is sig-

nificant that they are well on the way toward the
commonplace. Before many years go by, trans-
oceanic plane movements will, and properly, be
relegated to the shipping news pages.

Real progress this, and of the sort of which
the whole aviation industry and all its associated
interests may well be proud. Pan American’s ex-
perience in the Pacific, and Imperial’s rapidly
developing Empire services, are all pointing the
way. The pioneering days are almost over and we
are at last settling down into a period when com-
mercial ocean crossings will be as safe, comfort-
able, and commonplace as any overland flight.

Camera’s Eye on the News



TJi he story of Thorp
Hiscock is no more the full story of
United Air Lines than Knudsen’s his-

tory is the history of General Motors.
But Hiscock has definitely left his

mark, for his was the type of mind
that was never satisfied with things
as they are. He was always reaching
out for something better. And he in-

stilled into United a spirit of research
that his successors have never lost.

Nor was Hiscock's influence confined
to United. His brilliance and flexibility

of mind and his great energy and
tenacity led to contributions to air

transportation in general which might
not have been forthcoming for years.

Thus, in 1928, when Boeing Air
Transport had been attempting to get

a practical installation of two-way
radio telephony for plane-to-ground

communication, but without much suc-

cess, Hiscock (a former army pilot

deeply interested in radio, retained to

tackle the problem) disagreed with
theories that short-wave voice radio
could not be applied successfully to

aircraft. He started work with a trans-

mitter mounted on an automobile and
a receiver located in the Boeing fac-

tory. When he felt that he had that

much of the problem licked, he trans-

ferred the receiver to an airplane that
had been bonded and shielded under his

supervision from the earliest stages of

assembly. With Edmund Allen (well

Research

United's operating

policies are backed

by its laboratories

Airplane Company and after several

years of service (during which time

he became production manager) his

interest in operations led him into

United. Few men in the industry are

more respected for their knowledge of

airp! c te a e and the problems

pertaining thereto. But his job goes

iar beyond the routine care of existing

equipment. His most important work
lies in the much broader field of the

development and specifications of new
airplanes, new engines, and new flying

accessories, and all related problems

that bear upon airline safety and

Cunningham, now in charge of radio

development, learned to fly in the army
during the war, was a forest patrol

pilot in Oregon and then flew the

mail in the old Pacific Air Transport,

a predecessor of United in that terri-

tory. In 1930, he became chief pilot

of United's Pacific Coast Division and

was shortly advanced to the position

of assistant to Thorp Hiscock. He has

always been vitally interested in radio

and electrical problems and is especially

well qualified for his new job.

One of United’s most important units

is the research and communications

(Turn to fane 70)





By John Walter Wood

The rapidity of expansion in air

transportation has already created

a critical situation at those airports

situated at the more important focal

points of surface and air transporta-

tion. The technique of planning

ground facilities has not kept pace with

the rapid expansion in the air. The
planning of airports, as was the case

with the planning of railroads and of

automobile highways in the early days
of surface transportation, is passing
through a costly period of trial and
error at a reduction in efficiency and
at an unnecessary increase in cost.

Airports are as important to the

airplane as roads are to the automobile.

Realization of this fact has resulted in

a hurried attempt to supply the condi-

tioned land and a suitable number of
airports. Two hundred and twenty-five

million dollars (Estimated by Bureau
of Air Commerce as of January 1,

1937) has been spent on civil airports,

many millions of this amount having

been voided through inadequate air-

port planning sometimes necessitating

the razing of a line of hangars, the

changing of the whole airport layout

or the obsolescence of entire airports.

Most airports are going through a par-

tial or drastic modernization made
necessary because of incomplete initial

planning. Hangars designed without

provision for increase in clear door
height and in floor area originally

built to house light planes of small

dimensions are proving inadequate to

accommodate the large transport planes
of today. Airway stations originally

designed to care for a few dozen pass-

engers a day arc proving incapable of

caring for the hundreds of passengers

they are required to accommodate.
The haphazard, hit-or-miss airport

program has proved inadequate tor

present needs and has been character-
ized by lack of flexibility of design in

the provision for future expansion.

This unsatisfactory situation will con-
tinue until, as in other lines of activity,

experts are called in to plan the entire

airport layout at the outset and to syn-

chronize the airport with existing and
future surface transportation and city

planning. With proper principles of

unit design and layout determined, air-

port construction might proceed with-

out periods of incapacity and wasted
capital.

Mi en has been learned about grad-
ing, drainage, runways, lighting, blind

landing systems, hangars, airway sta-

tions and airport management—but to

date they have not been crystallized

into a pattern at once the most effective

and economical. Important centers of

population should normally concen-
trate their air transport activity at one
or at a few, rather than at many air-

ports, but this is only possible when
adequate airport design provides for
the simultaneous accommodation of
large numbers of planes with maximum
efficiency and minimum of waste mo-
tion. Without a comprehensive solu-

tion of the problem many cities are
planning to build new airports or to
improve existing facilities. Unan-
swered. however, are certain funda-
mental questions. Are they the best
that can lie installed for the same
amount of money and labor? Are they
adequate for present needs and will

they meet the necessary requirements,

five. ten. fifteen years from today?

AVIATION

or

White

Elephant

The earliest method of establishing

an airport was for a community to set

aside a level tract of land and call it

an airport. Some of the early fields

were satisfactory so long as flying was

confined to small numbers of light

planes operating in fair weather. But

with the advent of heavy transports

weighing eight or nine tons, (—and

tomorrow, twenty tons) operating on

schedule winter and summer in vir-

tually all kinds of weather, the need

of making blind approaches to the air-

port and the unexpectedly rapid in-

crease in the volume of commercial air

traffic have quickly rendered these

early landing fields obsolete.

WlERE formerly natural drainage on

the landing area might have been found

sufficient it has become necessary in

some cases to underlay the landing area

with over two hundred miles of drain-

age structures, which in certain in-

stances have been crushed or pressed

out of alignment by the traction of

heavy transport planes passing over

them: turf or soft surfaced runways

have had to be replaced by hard sur-

faced runways resting on more sub-

stantial foundations.

Other important modifications at air-

ports govern the airport zoning re-

quirements. In the past the zoning of

the obstructions in the marginal areas

about airports has been determined by

the use of an allowable safe climbing

ratio (the number of feet of horizontal

distance travelled for each foot of

height in climbing) of 1 to 10 mini-

mum for transport planes.

An indication of the critical situa-

tion existing at the more important

commercial airports will be shown by

citing specific examples from condi-

tions at the commercial airports of

New York, Paris, Berlin and London.

(See accompanying airport plans and

photographs).

New York’s commercial airport at

Newark, N. J. has developed from its

inception without tire benefit of a well

conceived and comprehensive airport

Which you get depends on

how you plan from the outset.



AIR NAVIGATION

Finding
Your Way
in the Air

I. AIR PILOTAGE

A ir pilotage is the method of

directing aircraft from place to

place by referring to visible land

marks on the earth’s surface; such as

mountains, lakes, railroads, and bea-

cons. The essential equipment for this

method is a suitable map. Since this

extremely important item is required

for all methods, it will be discussed at

this point.

There are many types of charts and

maps in use for various purposes; but

for air navigation, these might be

classed as: Mercator, on which the

latitude and longitude lines are per-

pendicular, and on which the compass

course appears as a straight line. Un-
fortunately, the distance scale is vari-

able, being the expanding scale of

latitude measured at the mid-latitude.

While these charts comprise more than

95 per cent of those used at sea, they

are being partially replaced in the air

by the Lambert Conic Conformal

projection described later.

Gnomonic, or Great Circle charts,

on which the great circle track ap-

pears as a straight line, but with the

latitude lines (except the equator) be-

ing neither straight nor at right angles

to the meridians, and for which there

is no convenient distance scale. The
meridians of longitude are straight

Conic or Polyconic charts on which

the earth's surface is developed on a

cone or series of cones. On polyconic

charts, the latitude lines appear as

circles with decreasing radii to the

north, and with all longitude lines ex-

cept the middle one curved. The dis-

tance scale is fixed, and may be used

over the entire chart. Since the longi-

tude lines are not parallel to each

other, a compass course will not appear

as a straight line.

The type of chart of greatest present

interest to aviators in this country is

the Lambert Chart which includes the

Sectional and Regional Aeronautical

Charts published by the U. S. Coast

and Geodetic Survey. Lambert charts

are developed on one cone which cuts

the earth’s surface along two standard

parallels, so that the longitude lines are

straight and perpendicular to the lati-

tude lines which appear as concentric

circles. The earth's surface is pro-

jected without distortion at the two
standard parallels so that the errors

are distributed, with the area between

the parallels compressed, and the area

outside of these parallels expanded.

Since it is impossible to project a

spherical surface on to a flat surface

without distortion, it is the map-
maker’s concern to produce maps with

the least distortion, and with features

of greatest advantage to the aviator.

While the Mercator chart with straight

rhumb line or compass course has a

tremendous appeal to many navigators,

the Lambert charts with fixed scales

of distance and with the great circle

course appearing as nearly a straight

line, so that radio bearings may be

plotted without conversion, will doubt-

less replace most other types in the

air. An additional important feature

of the Lambert Chart is the fact that

adjoining sections lit exactly along

the borders so that strip maps may be

constructed from sectional maps, or

large maps made by joining them to-

gether. For further details of Lam-
bert Charts, see Publication 197- U. S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey. Fig. 1

shows the principle of the Lambert

projection, while Fig. 2 shows the

appearance of the chart.

AVIATION

By
Lt. Comdr. P. V. H. Weems

U. S. N. Retired

It will be noticed in Fig. 2 that in

going from A to B on a direct course

the initial course is 41 deg. while the

course steered on approaching B is 73

deg. This variation in the true course

is due to the convergence of the

meridians. The course measured at

the mid-meridian is the mean course,

58 deg. which would be about the same

as the Mercator course shown by the

dotted line. The straight line AB is

close to the great circle tract, and

this is closely approximated in practice

by setting a new compass course at

intervals of two or three degrees of

longitude, and measuring the new

course each time at the mid-meridian

for that leg. It will be noticed that

the scale distortion at the worst part

of the chart covering a large area in

Fig. 2 is only 2J per cent
;
and in most

cases, this error would be reduced by

compensating errors.

We are fortunate in having the

Government publish aeronautical charts

of a uniform nature, with map sym-

bols conforming to the international

map symbols, and at low cost.

International Aeronautical Maps
consist of the following series:

Basic Aeronautical Maps, on the

Mercator projection to the scale of

1:10,000,000 at the Equator, and ex-

tending to latitude 72 deg. with the

Stcrographic Projection for areas

above latitude 72 deg.

Itinerary or Route Maps, scale

1:10,000,000 on the oblique true

projection on a cylinder tangent along

the great circle route.

General Aeronautical Map, scale

1 :3,000,000 on the Mercator projection

and extending to 68 deg. of latitude

north and south.

Local Aeronautical Map, same as

the International Map of the World

with aeronautical features added. Scale

1:1,000,000 and on the Lallemand

projection in which two standard

meridians are used instead of two

standard parallels of latitude as in

the case of the Lambert projection.

These maps have an accurate distance

scale and are known as the 1/M maps.

They are available for a large portion

of the earth’s surface at this time.

While not conforming exactly to the

international series, the U. S. Regional

Aeronautical Charts are considered a

part of the international series.

These international maps are pub-

lished by the International Commis-

sion for Air Navigation (I. C. A. N.)

which came into force in 1922, and

which has its headquarters at 15 bis,

rue Georges-Bizet, Paris, France.

British Ordnance Survey Maps in-

clude maps of Russia, India, the

British Isles, Africa, and other por-

tions of the British Empire. They are

published by the Ordnance Survey,

Southampton, England.

Shell Aviation Route Maps and
Pilots cover the routes from London

to Melbourne and London to Cape-

Town and include the best available

data in an attractive form for these

routes. They do not attempt to re-

place the regular aviation maps; but

include accurate sketches of landing

fields, with data on weather, dangers

to aviation, emergency landing fields,

gas facilities, etc.

Aids to Navigation assist the navi-

gator in accomplishing air pilotage

by giving him more definite and better

charted landmarks. These aids include

the established airways, with Govern-

ment and private radio (discussed

later) and beacon light facilities. Such
rapid progress is being made in the

construction of aids to navigation, and

so many changes are made in them

from time to time, that the successful

navigator must give serious attention

to supplying himself with the latest

available data. In this connection, full

use should be made of the Government

facilities available to the public with-

out charge, or with only nominal

Before starting out on a flight

spread out on a table and study care-

fully the map to be used, and make
sure it is the proper one to use. A
good plan is to draw the course and

mark off on it convenient intervals of

say 20 miles, and in addition, to draw
two course lines ten degrees each side

of the desired tract course as a means
for estimating errors off course. Then

(Turn to page 76)
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Forty passenger,

four engined land-

plane nears com-

pletion

Brilish Ensign

Despite the handicap of frenzied

military production Great Britain

has been able to develop a large land-

plane destined to take a prominent
part in the long range plans to revolu-

tionize the routes of Imperial Air-

ways. The four-engined Ensign by
Armstrong-Whitworth compares in

size with our Douglas DC-4, having a
slightly longer fuselage and a some-
what shorter wing span. Two types,

differing mainly in internal arange-
ments, will be produced. The Eu-
ropean class has a capacity of 40
passengers while the Empire class

seats 27 or sleeps 20. Power plant in

both cases consists of four medium
supercharged Armstrong Siddeley

Tiger IX engines developing 880 hp.

each at take-off and 800 hp. at 7200 ft.

Calculated ceiling with three engines
is 12,500 ft., with two engines, 4,000

ft. With a gross weight of more than

20 tons, the maximum speed is esti-

mated at 200 m.p.h., and cruising speed
is 160 m.p.h. Range, against a 40
mile head wind, is expected to be about
500 miles.

In these days of low wing transport

standardization it is surprising that

the Ensign should turn out to be a
high wing monoplane. Naturally this

arrangement complicates the problem
of retracting the landing gear. The 7
ft. 6 in. diameter wheels must be
raised through an arc of 14 ft radius

to a retracted position high up in the

inboard engine nacelles. Lockheed re-

tracting gear units are used for this

purpose.

Most interesting feature of the wing
construction is the single box spar
built in three sections, all similar in

construction. Front' and rear web
members are light alloy sheets having
flanges formed of "Z" section mem-
bers folded to shape and riveted to the

sheets. Vertical stiffeners also are

riveted to the web. Longitudinally

corrugated sheets are bent upon a fold-

ing machine to form the upper and
lower members of the box spar. Tor-
sional rigidity is enhanced by an in-

ternal system of vertical and diagonal

struts. Over the corrugated sheets,

transverse stiffeners of flanged U sec-
tion are laid to carry the 22 gage skin
which is attached by pop rivets in-

serted from the outside. The trans-

verse stiffeners provide convenient at-

tachment for the nose ribs. The metal
skin covers the leading edge and goes
as far back as the rear web member of
the box spar. Behind that point fabric

covering is used over special light
alloy sections.

The wing is provided with split

trailing edge flaps from the fuselage
to the ailerons. The latter are of the
Frise type, mass balanced. Their
structure is metal and their covering
fabric. Servo flaps are operated from
the cockpit.

The fuselage structure consists of a
number of light transverse rings with
their outer edges cut to accomodate
longitudinal stringers of flanged U
section. Covering consists of 22 and
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24 gage sheets laid on lengthwise in

so far as possible. Rivets are not

countersunk. All joints are sealed with

a compound known as Bostik. Sim-
monds self-locking stop nuts (made
under license from the Elastic Stop

Nut Corp.) are used extensively in the

structure.

Attached to the tail of the fuselage

at four points is the stabilizer unit.

Construction of this unit is similar to

that of the wing, but it is covered en-

tirely with fabric. Adjustment can be

made on the ground and elevator tabs

are used for trimming in the air. The
fin is built into the fuselage and has

three important vertical structural

members including the rudder post.

General layout and structural details of

rings in the fuselage construction. 2

—

tlon ol the tail surface box spar. 4—The

Both vertical tail surfaces are covered

with fabric. Cockpit control is pro-

vided for the trimming tab in the rud-

der.

Two of the four engines drive 24

volt, 1000 watt generators. Fuel tanks

arc two in number, each having a

capacity of 325 gal. and located be-

tween the engines in the wing. Oil

tanks conform in shape to the leading

edge of the wing and are carried on

the outside of each pair of engines.

Their total capacity is 40 gal. Three

bladed De Havilland controllable pitch

propellers (Hamilton-Standard li-

Internally, the fuselage is divided

into several compartments. The con-

trol cockpit for pilot and co-pilot is

in the extreme nose and behind them

is the space for the radio operator and
his equipment. Behind the radio com-
partment is a smoking room with

chairs for nine passengers, or berths

for four. Next is a section devoted to

an upper and lower freight compart-

ment, the former having an emergency
hatch in the roof and the latter being

fitted with a loading hatch in the wall

of the right-side. Between the freight

section and the midship cabin are lava-

tories, galley and an office for the

Nine passengers can be accomodated

by day and eight by night in the mid-

ship cabin, and accomodations for nine

by day or night are provided in the

after cabin just behind. Separate

ventilators are provided for each pas-

senger. A patented steam heating sys-

tem utilizes the exhaust heat to gen-

erate steam which in turn heats air

brought into the system through vents

in the nose of the ship.

The Ensign has been designed un-

der the direction of J. Lloyd, father

of the earlier Atalantas and Argosies

used for so many years by Imperial

AVIATION



Allison 1,000 hp. Engine
Vee type liquid cooled power plant passes Army 150 hour test.

The uevelopment of high tempera-

ture coolants of the Ethylene Glycol

type to replace water in liquid cooled

engines has opened the way toward

new possibilities for the use of engines

of this type. For several years the

Allison Engineering Division of Gen-
eral Motors has been working in

secrecy on a 1,000 hp. vee type, chem-
ically cooled engine for the Army Air

Corps, and the 150 hour type tests re-

quired by the Air Corps were passed

several weeks ago.

The Allison engine is probably the

first aircraft power plant to be spe-

cifically designed for chemical cooling

with Ethylene Glycol having a boiling

point of 387“ F. The rates of coolant

flow and the temperatures at all points

around the cylinders, valve scats,

aluminum alloy casting containing

the combustion chambers and valve

mechanism and into which the steel

cylinder barrels are fitted. The valves,

of which there are four per cylinder,

are driven by an overhead camshaft

completely enclosed and flooded with

oil. Tlie valve mechanism is accces-

sible by means of a single cast mag-
nesium alloy Cover extending the

length and the breadth of the cylin-

der head. The heat treated steel cyl-

inder barrels, the valve scats and
valve guides, arc pressed and shrunk

into the machined cylinder head cast-

ings. The exhaust valves and valve

seats are Stellite faced.

Each of the two cylinder blocks

consisting of the aluminum head, six

steel barrels and a cast aluminum

turn is stiffened by the truss construc-

tion formed by its combination with
the cylinder heads and barrels.

The overhead camshaft is driven by
beveled gears through the medium of

a long slender shaft in the upper part

of the crankcase which is driven by
the reduction gear at twice engine
speed. This long shaft has relatively

high flexibility and results in a valve

actuated mechanism free from tor-

sional disturbances.

The crankshaft is a conventional

six throw type, all surfaces of which
are lapped or polished. The crank-
shaft journals are hollow and fitted

with removable aluminum alloy plugs.

The counter-weights are welded to

the forged shaft, providing a clean,

compact design. The propeller reduc-

tion gear pinion is splined directly to

the front end of the crankshaft. A
spur gear is splined to the rear end
of the crankshaft driving the oil

pump, coolant pump, fuel pump, vac-

uum pump and generator. The engine

starter also operates through this

gear. The engine is equipped with a
vibration friction damper at the front

end and dynamic torsional balancer

at the rear end. These devices pro-

vide for a large range of over-speed

without detrimental vibration.

The reduction gear consists of an
internal spur gear which meshes with

the pinion gear splined on the crank-

shaft. The internal gear is bolted to

the propeller shaft by a flange which
is integral with the shaft. A large

single piece steel back bronze bearing

completely encircles the external di-

ameter of the internal gear.

The reduction gear together with

the propeller shaft are encased in a

single aluminum alloy casting which
forms the nose of the engine. This in

turn pilots into and is stud fastened

to the upper and lower crankcase.
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ince in Industries Served

Fafnir serves an extremely broad group of diversified industries.

The breadth of this customer-list is important in your consideration

of a bearing source. It means that Fafnir's production and engineering

staffs are conversant with the bearing problems of industry as a whole.

It means, too, that either a recession or a sudden boom in any industry

will in no way affect Fafnir's ability to serve the remainder. The

balance maintained between these customers is such that The Fafnir

Bearing Company is at all times serving many industries well; never

one at the sacrifice of others.
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The propeller shaft assembly located

in the reduction gear housing consists

of two hollow tubular shafts which

are concentric with each other. The
inner shaft transmits the power

torque of the engine while the other

shaft takes care of the bending loads

produced by the propeller.

The pistons are machined from
aluminum alloy forgings and the

underside of the piston heads are

grid-ribbed to facilitate cooling. The
connecting rods are of the forked and

blade type machined and polished all

over. Two rods are mounted on each

crankpin with a single split steel back

bearing faced with lead bronze inside

for crankpin bearing and outside for

the blade rod bearing.

The accessory housing is mounted

directly on the rear of the crankcase

and is a magnesium alloy casting and

contains the centrifugal supercharger

and the drives for the coolant pump
and camshafts, fuel pump, vacuum
pump, oil pump and generator. The
supercharger impeller is 9| in. in di-

ameter and is driven at 6.75 times the

crankshaft speed. High supercharger

efficiency is obtained by six curved

vanes in the diffuser passage. The
supercharger impeller shaft is sup-

ported on two steel back lead bronze

floating bearings which results in un-

usually trouble-free supercharger

operation in spite of the high speed

involved. The supercharger, like the

camshaft, is driven from the reduction

gear by the long flexible shaft and

obviates the necessity of clutches usu-

ally required to take care of the effects

of rapid changes of speed of the

crankshaft.

A single Bendix Stromberg four-

barrel downdraft carburetor with

automatic mixture control mounted

on the rear of the accessory housing

supplies the fuel air mixture to the

supercharger which delivers the mix-

ture to the ramming type manifolds.

The manifolds contain grids to pre-

vent back-fire flames from reaching

the supercharger.

Ignition is supplied by one fixed

timing high tension Scintilla double

magneto. The current of the mag-

neto is distributed to the spark plugs

through two separate camshaft driven

high tension distributors. Two spark

plugs are used for each cylinder.

When the engine is enclosed in a

tight cowl, a blast of cooling air for

the exhaust plugs is supplied by a

light aluminum alloy manifold.

The vec type chemically cooled en-

gine has distinct advantages for the

installation of an exhaust driven

turbo supercharger which can be lo-

cated immediately under or to either

side of the engine with a short ex-

haust line and short air pressure lines

to the intercoolers and the carburetor.

Chemical cooling also permits locating

radiator equipment where drag is at a

minimum.

Specifications

Bore 5.S, stroke 6.0". Displacement
1710 cubic inches, overall length 94.47",

overall height 50.94", overall width
28.94". Geared, chemical-cooled, normal
and take off rating 1,000 horsepower at

2,600 r.p.m. on 87 octane commercial
fuel. Compression ratio 6.0:1, blower
ratio 6.75:1, propeller shaft ratio 2:1.

Weight with magneto, carburetor,

coolant pump and pipes, exhaust stack
flanges, tachometer, fuel pump, vacuum
pump and generator drives and pro-
vision for hydro or electric controllable

pitch propeller and governor—1,280 lb.

or 1.28 lb. per horsepower.

Menascos Abroad

—

In biplane built by Focke-Wuli for

export trade

The popularity of American equip-

ment in foreign markets is evidenced

by the adoption of the Menasco model

C4S supercharged four cylinder in-

verted in line aircraft engine by the

Focke-Wulf Aircraft Co., of Germany,

for use in their light training biplane

as built for export It is understood

that this plane, with the American

engine, is popular in South American

markets.

Known as the FW-44J, the Focke-

Wulf trainer is a two-place open bi-

plane of rather conventional design

and of mixed construction, fabric

covered throughout. No performance

data are available at this time, but

the plane is relatively clean aerody-

namically and is considered to have

with the supercharged Menasco engine.

Cessna C-37
New ship being used extensively

for aerial photography.

Retaining all of the well known
Cessna features, the new Model G-37
Cessna is a bigger and faster air-

plane than the famous C-34 which
it supplants. Cabin space has been

greatly increased, with larger and
more comfortable seats, greater leg

and shoulder room, and better vision

and ventilation. Other features of

the new model include carburetor

temperature control from the instru-

ment panel, improved type exhaust

manifold, more efficient controls in-

cluding electrically operated wing
flaps, individual fuel tank gauges,

longitudinal trimming tabs, more
resilient landing gear, improved
engine cowling, higher air speed and
greater ground maneuverability. The
flight characteristics of the new ship

fit it admirably for aerial photography.

Powered with the new series 50

Warner Super-Scarab engine of 145

hp. the C-37 has a top speed at sea

level of 162 m.p.h., cruising speed of

143 m.p.h. and landing speed with

flaps of 47 m.p.h. according to the

factory. Standard equipment includes

dual controls including brakes, com-
bination parking brake and rudder

lock, electrically operated flaps, starter,

wind driven generator, Grimes naviga-

tion lights and Kollsman instruments.
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ONE hundred and forty-two years ago, Lewis and Clark

required a year and a half to push through to the

Pacific. Today, Northwest Airliners cover these 2000 miles

in a little more than 12 hours.

While, technically, this is probably the toughest air route

in all America, Northwest Airlines has made it pleasant to

travel. Everything is done for comfort and safety . . . the

finest equipment ... in all engines, Texaco Airplane Oil.

Texaco Airplane Oils resist break-down, even when ther-

mometers in the ‘"bad lands” of North Dakota register 110

in the shade on summer afternoons.

Using Texaco, you get longer periods of service between

drains, more flying hours between overhauls.

Trained aviation engineers are available for consultation

on the selection and application of Texaco Aviation Prod-

ucts. Prompt deliveries assured through 2020 warehouse

plants throughout the United States. The Texas Company,

135 East 42nd Street, New York City.

iation Products
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New flying equipment from overseas

Some secrecy surrounds the new
Bristol Blenheim medium bomber,

publicized in England as “the fastest

machine of its type in the world." It

is said to resemble the Bristol mono-
plane Britain First and the compan-
ion type, Model 143, especially the

former, so strikingly that details of

construction and performance are be-

ing kept confidential on the entire

trio. It is known, however, that the

medium bomber is a mid-wing mono-
plane carrying a crew of three—the

pilot and navigator in the nose, radio

operator-gunner in the rear of the

cabin. Mercury VIII engines power
this fighting craft which has the fol-

lowing specifications: Span 56 ft. 4
in.; length 39 ft. 9 in.; height 9 ft. 10

in.; maximum fuselage depth 5 ft.

6 in.; maximum fuselage width 4 ft.

4 in.
; diameter of propellers 10 ft.

6 in.

The excellence of performance is

intimated by the fact that the bomb-
er’s prototype Britain First was con-

structed when Lord Rothermere de-

cided to show what an ultra-modern

British plane can do. The results of

the demonstration had prompted the

Air Ministry to order the evolution

of a medium bomber designed along

similar lines, and it is now in big-

scale production at Filton. Britain

First or Type 142 had made its debut

as a six-passenger low-wing cantilever

monoplane carrying two radial en-

gines. The third member of the Bris-

tol family was Type 143 designed for

economical commercial operations, but

its production has been indefinitely

dropped due to the overwhelming
quantity of military manufacturing at

Filton. After some experimentation

with such power plants as two Bristol

Aquila sleeve-valve engines and the

more powerful Mercury Vis rated at

605 hp. at 12,500 ft., the manufac-

turers settled on the Mercury VIIIs.

Each of these delivers 825 hp. at 13,-

000 ft, with a maximum of 840 hp.

at 14,000 ft.

An interesting Chechoslovakian low-

wing cantilever monoplane has in-

vaded the British market this spring.

This tandem two-seater known as the

Zlin XII embodies a 45 hp. Persy II

engine which is of the flat-four type,

resembling externally the Continental

model popular in England. Significant

data include : Span 32.8 ft. ; length 25.6

ft.
;
weight in flight 1,058 lb. ; dispos-

able load, 421 lb.; maximum speed 96
m.p.h. ; cruising speed 84 m.p.h.;

landing speed 37 m.p.h.; climb to

1,214 ft. in three minutes; range 280

The Zlin XII has a two-spar ply-

wood-trimmed wing, sharply tapering

in plan, also a plywood-lined fuselage.

Ordinarily piloted from the rear seat,

it nevertheless has dual controls. The
front scat has better visibility. The
hinged covers of both cockpits display

large sliding panels which when
opened at appropriate seasons help in

rendering the plane comfortably cool.

The scats in these transparent-covered

cockpits are equipped to accommodate
back-type parachutes. The Zlin XII
was originally designed to specifica-

tions prepared by the well-known
Chechoslovakian shoe manufacturer
Bata himself.

Italy’s Industrie Mcccaniche e Aero-
nautiche Meridionali has brought out

the long-range reconnaissance Ro. 37
and Ro. 37-bis, two-seater biplanes.

Their rounded-tip wings are mounted
in the shape of a rectangle, have
duralumin longerons, wooden ribs.

Two tandem struts, stagger-braced,

are on each side. There are two
double drag-wires, one suspension

wire. The upper wing’s center sec-

tion is joined to the fuselage with six

struts and four wires. The ailerons

are to be found only in the upper wing.

With side walls of treated fabric

and duralumin sheet in the upper part,

the Ro. 37 or Ro. 37-bis fuselage is of
steel-tube. The two scats are tandem-
arranged. There are dual controls, an
airscope and breathing apparatus in

each plane.

Two rigidly mounted machine-guns
fire through the three-blade airscrew
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disc, one swivelling machine-gun is in

the observer’s cockpit. In the fuselage

underside are twelve bombs, each

weighing 12 or 15 kg. (26.45 or 33.06

lb.).

Semi-cantilever and braced, the em-
pennage is of steel-tube structure, with

fabric covering. Control surfaces are

balanced, the stabilizer regulated. The
split axle type tripod undercarriage is

equipped with oleo-pneumatic shock-

absorbers and is retractable and
endowed with pneumatic brakes.

Either the Fiat A 30 RA liquid-

cooled 12-cylinder or Piaggio P. IX
RC 40 9-cylinder radial engine is used

in the Ro. 37 and Ro. 37-bis, develop-

ing 560 HP. at 4,000 m. (13,123 ft.)

The fuel tanks arc in the fuselage and
center section of the wing.

Other data on Ro. 37 and Ro. 37-

bis: Span 36 ft (11.1m.); length 29.5

ft. (8.6m.); height 9.84 ft. (3m.);
wing area 37 sq. ft. (31.4 sq. m.)

;

weight empty 3,011 lb. (1,505 kg);
normal weight in flight 4,680 lb. (2,-

340 kg)
;
maximum speed at 9,842 ft.

(3,000 m.) 201 m.p.h. (325 km/h);
landing speed 62 m.p.h. (100 km/h);
rate of climb to 6,562 ft. (2,000 m.)
3 min. 30 sec., to 13,124 ft. (4,000 m.)
8 min. 45 sec., to 19,686 ft. (6,000 m.)
16 min. 30 sec. Cruising range 1,025

miles (1,650 km).

New improved aircraft will be oper-
ated on the new Soviet airlines,

which are being added this year to

the extent of 2,500 kilometers, and on
the older routes. The two dominant
types will be the 10-seater ANT-35
and the 12-seater ZIG-1. In creating

the ANT-35 in accordance with the

designs of Professor A. N. Tupoleff,

the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic In-

stitute sought to enrich Soviet avia-

tion with a speedy passenger job. Its

success was fittingly proven on Sep-
tember 15, 1936, when with Hero of

the Soviet Union Gromoff at the con-
trols and a crew and passengers num-
bering seven, the ANT-35 made the

round trip between Moscow and Len-
ingrad in the record time of 3 hours

38 minutes for 787 miles. According
to the Pravda correspondent aboard,

it was not necessary to interrupt the

trip briefly by a rest and dinner in

Leningrad because the flight was so

smooth that most of the time the

passengers were dozing off in their

comfortable arm-chairs. Special sound-

proofing makes possible conversation

in the cabin without raising one’s

voice. There is a window at each

chair, the cabin is heated and an indi-

vidual ventilation system is provided

for each passenger. A "lunch-counter”

area 625 sq. ft. Light-and-sound sig-

nals inform the pilot whether the re-

tractable undercarriage is in or out.

A large fuel supply distributed in four
tanks enables this ship to fly without

landing for more than 1,243 miles. It

is provided with dual controls, instru-

ments for night and blind flying under
any meteorological conditions, and an
automatic pilot.

In constructing ZIG-1, we learn

from Chief Engineer P. Vinkoff, of

the Holtzman Plant, the aim was “to

create a machine which would corre-

spond to the demands of modern pas-

senger aircraft. This means above
all else good speed, an adequate flight

range without a stop, safety and com-
fort for passengers. ZIG-1 answers
these demands.” It is a low-wing all-
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specially built stranding equipment in the Macwhyte
Wire Rope Mill for Hi-Fatigue Aircraft Cable

BY TEST THE HIGHEST FATIGUE RESIST-

ANCE EVER BUILT INTO AN AIRCRAFT CABLE

MACWHYTE

AIRCRAFT CABLE
It is ability to resist fatigue that determines the life of aircraft cable.

The higher its fatigue resistance, the longer service it can give.

Several years ago, Macwhyte wire rope specialists set out to

manufacture a cable that had extremely high fatigue resistance.

The result is Macwhyte Hi-Fatigue Aircraft Cable—a cable that

gives more hours of service—lower operating cost.

That's why leading manufacturers and airlines are adopting

this cable as standard equipment.

Macwhyte Hi-Fatigue Aircraft Cable is available both

PREformed and non-preformed—both tinned and stainless steel.

MACWHYTE COMPANY, Kenosha, Wisconsin
Specialists in the manufacture of Cable, Tie Rods and Braided

Wire Rope Slings for Aircraft.

metal (koltchug- aluminum) plane.

The spacious cabin provides comforta-

ble accommodations for 12 passengers

and two pilots. There are also bag-

gage compartments, a toilet room, buf-

fet and a clothing closet. Cabin fur-

nishings received special attention,

with the result that there are soft

chairs with adjustable backs, indi-

vidual ventilation and lighting.

Two Soviet M-17 engines of 500

hp. each are mounted in the ZIG-1

;

in the event of one’s failure, the plane

may readily proceed on the remaining

engine. According to preliminary

calculations the ZIG-1 was to have a

maximum speed of 205.05 miles an

hour and cruising speed of 171-174

m.p.h. Thanks to controllable flaps

and brake-wheels, the landing speed is

not to exceed 56 m.p.h. Up-to-the-

minute equipment and instruments

for blind flying and night landings

are at the disposal of the pilot.

While in England and other West-
ern European countries there has been
discernible of late a certain amount
of disillusionment with the “flying

flea" type, the U.S.S.R. is reporting

excellent results with the tests of the

“Octiabrenok" machine called an air

motorcycle by Russians. Designed by
Engineer P. D. Grushin, the “Octia-

brenok” has a span of 19 ft. 6 in.,

length of 16.4 ft., and a 24 hp. engine,

and has good maneuverability with the

engine either on or off. On its test

flight Pilot Zhukoff took it to the alti-

tude of 3,300 feet in 12 minutes and
stunted it. On other test flights it

attained 84 m.p.h. It is said that

with the substitution of a more eco-
nomical engine it will fly non-stop for

at least 621 miles. Designer Grushin
asserts that it is superior to foreign-

made aerial fleas because it cannot

the pilot makes a special effort for

that purpose.

—LUCIEN ZACHAROFF

Stress Ratios
(Continued from page 29)

A practical case will illustrate the

simplicity of the method. Test data for

round steel tubes under combined bend-

ing and torsion (from Ref. 3) have

been reduced to stress-ratio form and
plotted in Fig. 2. A single curve,

which happens in this case to be the arc

of a circle, conservatively represents

the empirical “interaction curve." The
corresponding equation would be

R,’ + R„'= 1 (1)

In this case R, represents the fraction

of the allowable pure shear stress util-

ized and Rb the fraction of allowable

pure bending stress. In running a

stress analysis it is only necessary to

show that the numerical value of the

left side of the equation is less than

1.0. The method of obtaining a

“linear" margin of safety will be dis-

cussed later.

General Significance

Before taking up particular cases

of combined loadings it may be of

some interest to examine the method
more closely and to indicate its general

significance. The equation which was
given for the illustrative case in the

preceding discussion can be general-

ized into a very useful form which, for

cases involving only two types of

loading, is as follows

:

R,- + R,' = 1 (2)
The effects of varying the exponents

a and b can be seen from Fig. 3. It is

obvious that when a and b are each

equal to 1 we have a straight line for

the interaction curve. Making one ex-

ponent equal to two yields a parabola.

With each exponent equal to 2 we get

a circular arc. As we increase the ex-

ponents the curves approach the

boundaries given by R, = 1 and Ri
= 1. With infinite exponents we
should therefore attain complete in-

dependence, or zero interaction. This

suggests that the basic equation should

have the form

R, + R, = 1 (3)
in which the value of the terms a and
b would denote the degree of inter-

action. Although attractive in form,

this equation is not as simple as Eq. 2,

which will be preferred for engineer-

ing purposes and will therefore be used

in the following discussion.

Apply Common Sense

An interesting advantage of the

stress-ratio method is its adaptability

to intuitive reasoning and common
sense, which is important in all engi-

neering problems. It is reasonable, for

instance, to assume that two loading

conditions of very similar nature would

give a straight line interaction curve,

indicating direct addition of the ef-

fects. On the other hand, conditions

in which the critical stresses or forces

are not acting at the same angle or at

the same point could be expected to

have a lesser degree of interaction.

The case of combined bending and
torsion is of this type. In a thin-walled

tube the failure is produced by normal
compressive stresses (not shearing

stresses) resulting from the combina-
tion of the stresses due to bending and
torsion. Since we know that the nor-

mal stresses due to torsion act at an
angle of 45 deg. from those due to

bending it is not surprising to find that

the interaction curve is a circle, de-
noting less interaction than the straight

line which we assumed would hold for

stresses of the same nature. (Those
acquainted with vector analysis will

interpret the circle simply as the re-

sult of considering the straight line

equation to be a vector equation, the

vectors acting normal to each other.

This parallels the loading condition,

in which bending and shear loads act

normal to each other).

The engineer can often supplement
a few test data by plain reasoning to

obtain a conservative interaction curve,

based on his knowledge of the relative

“viciousness” of the loading condi-

tions involved. An important point in

this connection is the fact that the

end points of the interaction curve are

always correct; at least they ac-

curately represent our knowledge of
failure under simple loading condi-

tions. This greatly reduces the prob-
able error involved when one type of
loading predominates. A further ad-

vantage of stress ratios, which hardly

needs to be mentioned, is that a single

interaction curve will often be found
to hold for different mechanical prop-
erties and even for different materials.

This feature is particularly useful in

dealing with heat-treated materials.

Margin of Safety

It is possible to obtain what is

known as a linear margin of safety

directly from the interaction curve.

This method, which was first intro-

duced in the 1933 edition of Aero-
nautics Bulletin No. 7-A by one of the

authors, and which now appears in

Aero. Bulletin No. 26, is illustrated

in Fig. 3.

Assuming that the applied values

of R, and Rj are known and are given

by A and B, a point, P, can be located

on the diagram, as indicated. A line

drawn through this point and the

origin, O, is extended to intersect the

interaction curve at Q, giving cor-

responding values of R, and R, equal

to C and D. respectively. The “factor

of utilization” is obtained from the

ratio of B to D or A to C, both ratios

(Turn to page 66)



Cuno Oil Filter

—

Automatic self cleaning type an-

nounced by Cuno Engineering

Recently introduced by The Cuno
Engineering Corporation, Meriden,
Conn., a new model aircraft engine
oil filter features automatic self clean-

ing. Using the well known Auto-
Klcan principle, this new unit incorpo-

operated mechanisim which cleans the

filtering element continuously while

the engine is in operation. Oil to be
filtered is introduced in the space sur-

rounding the filtering element, a stack

of wheel shaped discs spaced only

0.0035 in. apart, and passes between
the disc rims to the central passages

leading to the filter outlet. Solids, lint,

gummy and other foreign substances

are retained by the disc edges and a

series of cleaner blades so mounted as

to comb clean each individual filter

slot when the cartridge is rotated, car-

ries away all accumulations on the

filter surfaces. Power to drive this

combing unit is obtained from the

engine oil itself, depending on the dif-

ference in oil pressure between dis-

charge and suction sides of the lubri-

self-cleaning filter was developed in

conjunction with the Wright Aero-
nautical Corporation. — Aviation,
June, 1937.

DeVilbiss Pump

—

Type QB pump circulates non
pigmented finishing materials

from container to spray gun

First equipment op its kind to be
offered, a new fluid circulating pump,
Type QB, for delivering clear varnish,

lacquers, dopes, and other non pig-

mented materials direct from the ship-

ping container to the spray gun has
been developed by the DeVilbiss Com-
pany of Toledo, Ohio. Operation of
the unit is by electricity or air motor.

Mounted directly on the shipping con-

tainer, the unit pumps thd| fluid di-

rectly through the spray gun, saving
time and producing a high quality of

tained on the spray gun.—

A

viation,
June, 1937.

Concealed Chute
New Switlik parachute completely

enclosed in chair upholstery.

Incorporating all the features of the
standard Switlik Safety Chute, the

new Switlik Chair Chute at the same
time provides complete concealment
of the harness. The chute is so up-
holstered as to harmoniously match
the cabin interior of the plane in

which it is used and there is no evi-

dence of the presence of a parachute

other than the connector snap and
"D" ring protruding from opposite
sides of the chair back upholstery and
the seat cushion. A tug at the hard-
ware by the seated passenger pulls

the shoulder straps quickly out into

position and the harness is quickly
adjusted to compensate for size of
the individual by a simple sliding
adapter arrangement connecting the
lift webs. The lap strap is as easily

adjusted for size and on arising the

passenger finds that the parachute
pack lifts out of the chair back easily.

—Aviation, June, 1987.

Low Price Radio
Two-way unit by Lear has crystal

control

the newest two-way Learadio T30-R3
equipment should prove of wide in-
terest for its combination of unusually
low price and wide range of desirable
features. A crystal controlled, 100 per
cent modulated set of 300 watts out-
put, the new Learadio provides multi-
frequency transmission with choice of
telephone or telegraph. Although rug-
gedly built, the size of the equipment
is quite small, and the weight com-
plete only 24 lb. A number of ac-
cessory units are available for spe-
cialized installations, such as the
Learadio motoreel, remote control unit,
and special antenna for seaplane use.
—Aviation, June, 1987.
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The Fairchild (^j
\ LG] “24" was designed for the

'14 IK] who desires an airplane forprivate flyer—the man

personal transportation. In this field it has achieved a wide popularity—

(1) because it is a delightful airplane to fly; amateurs and experts feel

equally at home in it; (2) because it combines quick take-off, rapid climb,

excellent ceiling and marvelous landing control with a two-mile-per-minute

cruising speed; (3) because an average fuel consumption of nine gallons

per hour spells real economy; (4) because it incorporates the highest

standards of quality construction—FAIRCHILD STANDARDS.'

Fairchild
HAGERSTOWN. MARYLAND.



C&Ul&l
the problems oI the commercial aviation industry

QUESTION 21: To what oxlonl doe. the

Uiuo ontlroly? II you MO lit to bring ho

"rolling tho lady?"

Sell the Whole Family

We have found from experience

that all members of a family, espe-

cially a wife or husband must be
agreeable to the proposition. To sell

the whole family requires one or more
flights of a very conservative nature.

It is largely a matter of education and
every family is different. Most wives
have the idea that when the subject

is first mentioned by her husband that

he is trying to invent a new method
of suicide. This may be a bit exag-

gerated but the one big idea that must
be sold to her is that flying is safe.

This can usually be done if the woman
is at all reasonable and open-minded.

However, we have lost many a student

and sale of an airplane because of our

lack of ability to convince the wife

that her husband won't kill himself if

he takes up flying.—A. Elliott Mer-
rill, Pres,, Washington Aircraft &
Transport Carp., Boeing Field, Seattle,

Wash.

Please the Women
The family of a prospect for air-

plane sales sometimes influences the

sale greatly. The best possible meth-

od we have found to sell the family is

through education as to the real facts

about flying. We always go the limit

to please the woman in the case be-

cause she frequently has the last word
regarding the sale. Where and when
we bring her into the negotiations de-

pends entirely on the individual case.

It must be determined on the basis

of experience. There are many ideas

that can be introduced to "sell die

lady” on the advantages of flying.

Chief among these are an appeal to

the natural desire to travel. Certain

types of prospects' wives react favor-

ably to sales arguments pointing out
the prestige attached to airplane own-
ership. Others are happier in the

realization that an airplane broadens

one’s horizon. In final analysis it

depends on how successful you are

in sizing up your prospect and those

members of his family you must sell

along with him.

—

The H. C. Robbins
Company, Waco Sales, Cleveland Mu-
nicipal Airport, Cleveland, Ohio.

QUESTION 23: What solution have you lound

Appointment Control Helps

The problem of smoothing out the
peak in flying school business on
week-ends and holidays is always a
difficult one and it is particularly

acute in a school such as the one we
operate because of the large number
of students who must study flying in

their leisure time outside of working

First of all we encourage students

to come out on week days even if

they have to get up very early in the

morning before business hours. In
this we are fairly successful but the

fundamental weakness in the arrange-
ment is that if a student is enthusias-

tic enough to rise at 6 A.M. to get

in flying time, he usually wants to

come around on every possible holi-

day, Saturday, Sunday and in fact

at every opportunity when his purse

permits.

We have developed an appointment

sheet form (See Aviation, May, 1937,

page 27) which we have found very

helpful in keeping our dates straight

during rush periods. The sheet con-

sists of a ruled form with vertical

columns for each of our regular ships

and with provision for two relief

ships and horizontal columns for each

IS minute period from 7 A.M. to 7

P.M. The last fifteen minutes of each

hour is held open in making advance
appointments and is used for emergen-
cies, such as students who turn up
without appointments or extra long

flying periods. This leaway, plus

that afforded by relief ships, has done
much to help us smooth out our traffic

It is sometimes necessary to hire

relief ships when needed from local

operators on our airport.

—

Richard
Spencer, Founder, The American
Escadrille, Floyd Bennett Airport,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Discount for Early Flying

We haven’t found a satisfactory so-

lution to take care of rush business

on week ends and holidays. We did

find a plan that helped keep tile planes

busy in the mornings of Sundays and
holidays which relieved the afternoon

and evening flying. We offered a 10

per cent discount on flying done be-

fore ten o’clock in the morning. This

brought some pilots and students out

earlier than usual and enabled us to

do additional flying the rest of the

day.—A. Elliott Merrill, Prcsidettl,

Washington Aircraft & Transport

Corp., Boeing Field, Seattle, Wash.

Don't Have Idle Ships

In our business which is largely spe-

cial charter service our Sundays and
holidays are generally the same. The
high depreciation costs would make it

too expensive to maintain equipment

for special extra short time business.

—The H. C. Robbins Company, Waco
Sales, Cleveland Municipal Airport,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Next Month's

Question
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WRIGHT
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Bureau Reorganizes—

Final reorganization of the Bureau

of Air Commerce, more or less dis-

organized since Eugene Vidal resigned

the directorship on March 1 and Fred
Fagg was appointed to succeed him,

was announced late in April.

Bureau reorganization had been ex-

pected for some time, after the Cope-

land Air Safety Committee had se-

verely criticized the old set-up.

To succeed Maj. R. W. Schroeder

(resigned to go with United Air Lines

as operations manager) as Assistant

Director, Commerce Secretary Roper
appointed Howard F. Rough, terri-

torial manager of the Aviation Divi-

sion of the Gulf Relining Company.
Mr. Rough is a Bureau man of old.

He joined the Bureau (then Aero-
nautics Branch of the Department of

Commerce) in 1928, and in 1929 was
made Assistant Chief of the Inspec-

tion Service. In 1931 he was trans-

ferred to the Detroit inspection

district, as supervising aeronautical in-

The next day, April 29, Assistant

Secretary Johnson gave details of the

new setup under which the Bureau
will function. Under the Director and
Assistant Director, to whom E. B.
Cole, Secretary of the Illinois Aero-
nautics Commission, will act as Tech-
nical Assistant, the Bureau will con-
sist of seven divisions, each with its

own chief. The first is Airways En-
gineering, to be headed by Charles I.

Stanton, for many years chief engi-

neer in the Air Navigation Division.

This division will embrace sections

on construction and maintenance, with

their respective functions kept quite

distinct. No. 2, Airways Operation,

will be headed by Earl F. Ward, who
organized the Bureau's Airways Traf-
fic Control system. This Division
will deal with all airways operations,

including traffic control and radio

communication.

The Safety and Planning Division,

for which no chief has yet been

named, will carry on all the develop-

ment and promotional work for the

Bureau, including studies to be made
for all other Bureau divisions. The
airport section will be included in this

research program.

The service agency for the Bureau,

the Administrative Division, will be in

charge of John S. Collins.

The Information and Statistics Di-

vision, headed by Frederick R. Neely

since about 1930, is at present with-

out a chief, as Neely resigned on May
22 to join the aviation department of

Gulf Oil, as assistant to Maj. A1
Williams.

Bryan M. Jacobs, Chief of the Air-

line Inspection Service after Maj.
Schroeder was named Assistant Di-
rector of the Bureau, will head the

Completing the fastest round-trip
Atlantic crossing ever made by any
means of transport, Henry T. (Dick)
Merrill and John S. Lambic set their

Lockheed Electra down on Floyd Ben-
nett Field, New York, April 14, after

a 24 hr. 22 min. 25 sec. flight from
Southport, England. Just 35 sec. un-
der five days earlier, they had lifted

off the runway at Floyd Bennett for

the eastward crossing.

The flight was a successful com-
mercial venture, its principal purpose

to bring back pictures of King
George's coronation for the ever-hun-

gry American press. One of its most
significant aspects, time playing the

important role it did, was that it was
made with almost no regard for

weather. On the return trip the fliers

new Certificate and Inspection Divi-

sion. This Division includes five sec-

tions heretofore grouped with the

regulatory activities of the Bureau,

and two new ones, Airline Inspection

Service (Interstate) and Airline In-

spection Service (International),

under J. B. Jaynes and E. L. Yura-
vich, respectively.

Chiefs of the other sections of Cer-

tificate and Inspection will be L. V.
Kerber, Aircraft Airworthiness

; R. S.

Boutelle, General Inspection Service;

Dr. R. F. Whitehead, Medical; Harry
Agerter, Airways Inspection Service,

and Ward Davis, Link Trainer

The seventh Division under the

reorganization will be Regulations and
Enforcement, headed by Denis Mul-

To deal with all matters affecting

policy within the Bureau, a Policy

Board consisting of the Director, As-
sistant Director, and heads of the

seven divisions, with the Technical
Assistant as Secretary, will be estab-

lished.

had a 24-hr. stretch of blind flying,

relying almost entirely on their Sperry
Gyropilot and RCA Radio Compass.
The Pratt & Whitney Wasp engines,
according to Merrill, functioned per-

fectly, as did the Hamilton Standard
constant speed propellers.

Only mechanical failure was a gaso-
line gage, which, indicating a danger-
ously low fuel supply, brought the

fliers down at Squantum, Mass., for

a 22 minute stay. There they found
they still had 170 of the original 1,325
gal.—about four hours—and continued
on to New York.

Radio communication equipment
consisted of a Western Electric Type
13-C 50 watt transmitter, modified for

use of three frequencies, and a West-
ern Electric Type 12-D receiver. The

Atlantic Record Broken—
Merrill and Lambie set five day New York-London round trip

mark, fly 24 hrs. blind on westward crossing

aviation

transmitter, which operates on both

voice and telegraph, was used for di-

rect radio telephone communication

with Newark Airport for the first 900

miles, and for radio telegraph until

Merrill and Lambie were only 100

miles off the Irish coast

In charge of technical arrangements

for the flight was Albert I. Lodwick,

of the Curtiss-Wright Corp., long-

standing friend of Dick Merrill. Fi-

nancial backing came from Ben Smith,

a New York broker who was indulg-

ing an aviation hobby. He purchased

Merrill’s Lockheed, the Daily Express,

from Harold S. Vanderbilt for a re-

ported $55,000. It was a standard

Electra, powered with 550 hp. Wasps,
and was, incidentally, the 65th Electra

to be placed in service and the seventh

Lockheed to make an Atlantic cross-

Ocean Progress

—

Western terminals settled, PAA
prepares for Bermuda flights

Start of preliminary Atlantic
flying seemed definitely in the offing

by early May, with experimental

flights by Pan American on the Ber-

muda - New York leg scheduled for

late in that month. One of PAA’s
Sikorsky S-42B boats was being fitted

out at Bridgeport for this work.

The terminal difficulties on this side

of the ocean seem well settled. New
York, long doubtful whether it would

have a part in the venture, breathed

easier. April 21 the city's Sinking

Fund Commission voted favorably on
a huge project for the improvement

of the city’s Municipal Airport No. 2,

at North Beach in Queens. Long idle,

except for fixed base operations, and
long urged as an ideal site within the

metropolitan area for a major air ter-

minal, North Beach has ample facili-

ties for both land and water craft, is

within 15 or 20 minutes of mid-town

New York.

Ultimately, the improvement project

will cost up to $8,000,000, and will

provide extension of land facilities and

dredging for flying boat operations.

Also to be used as terminals will

be Baltimore, where a vast improve-

ment program is under way, and

Charleston. All three points along the

seaboard will have their share of

traffic, choice of port depending largely

on weather.

Diplomatic difficulties were finally

settled April 20, when representatives

of Great Britain, Canada and the

Irish Free State met in the office of

Commerce Secretary Daniel C. Roper,

and presented Pan American with non-

exclusive permits for operating in and
out of terminals situated in their re-

spective countries. (See page 19).

Following this award some criticism

was voiced, suggesting that Pan
American Airways was being given

monopolistic preference among Amer-
ican companies for operation of the

service. To this Secretary Roper re-

plied that "any American air transport

company might have and still may
apply for landing rights . . . and re-

ceive the same United States’ ap-

proval already given.” In the matter

of mail contracts, the secretary said

that they would be let after inviting

bids, "according to Post Office De-
partment statements."

In the matter of Atlantic routes,

Pan American has several in mind;
none is definitely selected as yet, be-

cause Atlantic flying experience has

been too limited. Planes may start from

any one of the three American ter-

minals (New York, Baltimore,

Charleston), and a number of com-
binations of legs are possible there-

after. The three most likely, assuming

a start from New York, would be New
York - Bermuda - Azores - Lisbon -

London, for a total of 4,865 miles. The
Northern route would run from New
York to Shediac, N. B. to Botwood,

the great new base being constructed

in Newfoundland by Great Britain, to

Foynes, at the mouth of the River

Shannon in Ireland, then to South-

ampton, the temporary British flying

boat base. Total mileage this way
would be 3,417. These two are the

principal ones being considered. Other

possibilities are via St Johns, New-
foundland, then to the Azores, and on
to London via Lisbon. This St. Johns-
Azores over-water flight is only 1,359
miles. Also possible is a far Northern
route by way of Labrador, Greenland,

Iceland, Copenhagen.

Douglas DFs Go to Far East

Recent Douglas shipments have
included two of the new 32 passenger

twin engine DF flying boats, one each

going to Russia and Japan Air Trans-

port, the second of such planes for

each customer. Japan Air Transport

is understood to be placing the Doug-
las boats on the Japan-Formosa run.

More West Coast Plants

In addition to expansion of existing

aviation factories the Southern Cali-

fornia aviation industry reports sub-

stantial new plants established. The
Aluminum Company of America has

purchased a new factory site in Ver-

non, southeast of Los Angeles, and
will immediately provide facilities for

production of aluminum required by
aircraft manufacturers of that section.

Thompson Products, Inc. late in April

announced purchase of Jadson Motor
Products Co., Bell, and gave assur-

ance of enlarged facilities for the

manufacture of valves and pistons.

Although declining to make a positive

announcement, William R. Angell,

president of the Continental Aircraft

Engine Co., has hinted that his com-

pany would probably establish a fac-

tory in Los Angeles soon.

NEWEST IN CLIPPERS
is this 50-ton Boeing, which will be powered with lour Wright Cyclone R-2600

six boots will be ready lor test flights early next fall.

AVIATION
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With the authority of 10 years’ flying experience

and a flying record of over 100,000,000 miles,

United Air Lines describe their new Douglas-

built "MAINLINERS" as “America's most lux-

urious land planes, now affording a 15
'/4-hour

3-stop California-New York service.” Of this

new fleet, ten are 21-passenger club-type day
planes, ten are deluxe 14-passenger “Skylounge”
planes, and eight are sleeper planes. * * * *

In the controls of all of these, in keeping with

the best standards making for speed and de-

pendability, are NORMA-HOFFMANN PRE-
CISION BEARINGS, which are also employed
in the two 1150 H.P. Pratt and Whitney "Wasp"
engines; in the Sperry gyro-pilot; and in the

Pioneer and Kollsman instrument equipment.

“Where the bearings must not fail”—on

land, at sea, and in the air—NORMA-
HOFFMANN Precision Bearings are the

choice of engineers and designers of

planes, engines (including superchargers),

engine accessories, control apparatus, in-

struments, radio equipment, cameras and

landing field equipment.

The NORMA-HOFFMANN PRECISION line

of ball, roller and thrust bearings comprises 108
distinct series embracing over 3000 catalogued
sizes (including the aircraft control bearings
pictured below)—a PRECISION BEARING for

every load, speed and duty in aviation service.
Write for the Catalog and special Aircraft Con-
trol Bulletin. Let our engineers work with you.

NORMA-HOFFMANN BEARINGS CORPORATION, STAMFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

AVIATION

Hindenburg Burns

—

First trip of season ends in trag-

edy. Investigations seek cause.

of flaming disaster when the Zeppelin

Hindenburg shuttled calmly back and

forth across the Atlantic last year.

But her first trip of a scheduled eigh-

teen for this season also proved to

be her last—and wrote what seemed

like a black “finis” in smoke for the

efforts of American lighter-than-air

die-hards.

Originally due to dock at Lakehurst

Naval Air Station about six o'clock

on the morning of May 6. the vast

dirigible actually didn't arrive at the

field until 4:15 in the afternoon, hav-

ing been delayed by headwinds across

the boisterous North Atlantic; then

high winds prevented her landing, and
Capt. Max Pruss, her commander,

headed out to sea. A little after seven,

thunderstorms over the station moved
off, and the ship was brought in for

a landing.

But she never officially did land.

At 7 :20 her mooring lines were

dropped, and a ground crew of some
200 began walking her to the mast.

At 7:23 a muffled explosion and a

rush of flame stung spectators to the

realization of the holocaust to come.

And at 7:23:32—just 32 terrible sec-

onds later—the proud Hindenburg was

a crumpled mass of smoking junk.

Of the 97 passengers and crew
aboard, 35 lost their lives, including

the veteran Capt. Ernst A. Lehmann,
who was aboard in an advisory ca-

pacity. That the other 62 escaped

seemed little short of miraculous, con-

sidering the speed of the tragedy, the

intensity of the hydrogen fire, and the

completeness of the destruction.

Immediately investigating boards

descended on Lakehurst. From Wash-
ington, appointed by Commerce Secre-

tary Roper, came a committee headed

by South Trimble, Jr., Commerce De-
partment Solicitor, and assisted by

Maj. R. W. Schroedcr, Assistant Di-

rector of the Bureau of Air Com-
merce, and Denis Mulligan, chief of

the regulations and enforcement divi-

sion of the Bureau. Four technical

advisors were asked to assist: Com-
mander Charles E. Rosendahl, Amer-
ica’s No. 1 airship protagonist and

commandant ot the Naval Air Station

at Lakehurst; Lieut.-Col. E. de F.

Chandler, U.S.A. (ret.) : Col. Harold

E. Hartney, technical advisor to Sen-

ator Copeland’s Air Safety Committee,

and Gill Robb Wilson, Aviation Com-
missioner for New Jersey.

This board opened hearings into the

cause of the accident on May 10. Con-
sensus of opinion, as this goes to

press, is that the primary cause of the

fire was the use of hydrogen as the

lifting agent. Secondary cause—what
made the hydrogen catch fire—is as

yet undetermined. A number of theo-

ries have been advanced: static elec-

tricity accumulated during the thunder-

storm; sparks from the exhaust of the

after port engine, near which the fire

apparently started : a propeller failure,

induced when the engine was reversed

to check forward way, which ripped

into the frame and severed electrical

A Navy board of inquiry, headed by

Capt. Gordon W. Hines, was to hold

its hearings after the Commerce board

got through, and official Navy interest

concerns only Navy angles: possible

blame attached to Navy personnel,

and extent of loss to Navy property.

May 14 a German commission

joined forces with the American
board. The German group, headed

by Dr. Hugo Eckencr, 68-ycar-old dean

of airship experts, arrived in New
York May 13 and proceeded imme-
diately to Lakehurst. Besides Eckener,

it consisted of Dr. Ludwig Duerr,

chief construction engineer for the

German Zeppelin Company, Dr. Guen-
ther Bock, Professor of Aerodynamics

at the Charlottenburg Technical Insti-

tute, Professor Max Deickmann, radio

expert, Fricdrick Hoffman, of the

German Research Bureau, and Lieut.-

Col. Joachim Breithaupt. of the Ger-

man Air Ministry.

Meanwhile a clamor arose over he-

lium, that now-magic word meaning

safety from fire and explosion—and

about eight per cent less lift and five

times higher cost than hydrogen. Ger-

man dirigible technique (valving heav-

ily during descent) dictates use of the

less expensive gas. But helium, prac-

tically speaking, is a U. S. monopoly,

requires the approval of three cabinet

members to allow its sale abroad.

Recently a liberalizing amendment

to the law restricting export was
rushed from its Senate committee, but

even if it passes, the biggest obstacle to

use of helium would still be cost

—

first cost as well as the loss of pay-

Martin: Ocean Flier

Marks 25th anniversary of Cata-

lina flight, pilots China Clipper

Twenty-five years of seaplane de-

signing and flying was celebrated

May 10 by Glenn L. Martin. To
mark the day, he flew the China
Clipper, product of his own brain

and factory, and loaned for the oc-

casion by Pan American Airways,
from Newport Beach, Cal., to Santa

Catalina Island. With him went his

mother, who in 1912. when he flew



Newest Bellanca

—

Five place ship for medium price

field will be in-line powered

New Castle, Del., have released pre-

liminary information on a new five

place low-wing monoplane. Designated

17-20, it has been designed for the

corporates a stressed skin monocoque
metal fuselage, and will be powered

motor”—presumably the Menasco, of

Fuselage construction is said to be

Navy Buys Planes

over tire same course to make the

first over-ocean airplane flight, fast-

ened in bamboo struts with silk

thread and hairpins.

Porterfield Moves
Increased space to permit the pro-

announced May 15 by the Porter-

field Aircraft Corp. The new factory

at Kansas City, Mo., contains more
than 50,000 sq.ft, of floor space, was
necessitated by the largest order

backlog in the company’s history.

James H. Doolittle, Lieut. Col. Philip

R. Love, and Lieut. Cmdr. D. W. Tom-
linson. Entered for a crack at the

world landplane speed record was
Major Alexander de Seversky, flying

a specially built Seversky. Also en-

Tliadcn, winner of the Bendix Trans-

continental Race last Fall, and Marion

Two Navy orders for airplanes

were announced in May. The first,

lor fifteen amphibians for general

utility purposes (VJ-dass) was
awarded to the Grumman Aircraft

Engineering Corp., Farmingdale, N.
Y., at a contract price of $571,923.

The second contract went to Curtiss

Airplane Division of Curtiss-Wright

Corp. at Buffalo, N. Y., was for 83
scouting-observation planes (VSO)
costing $2,119,687.

Orders Mount—
Races and Records

—

Year's first three months show production totalling $20,500,000.

auguring prosperous year

Endless Caverns offers prize;

judges picked for St. Louis contest

The Endless Caverns Airport, End-

established an air record foundation,

prize of $1,000 for any American pilot

who, this summer on the Endless
Caverns Speed Course, will bring

back to the United States the 100 kilo-

meter speed record now held by
France at 295.971 m.p.li.

Chief Judge of the first Interna-

tional Aerobatic Competition to be

held in connection with the St. Louis

Air Races, at Lambert St. Louis Air-

port, May 29-31, was to be Major
Alford J. Williams, according to

James Rowan Ewing, managing direc-

tor of the meet. Williams was to fly

his Grumman pursuit, Gulfhawk, in

exhibition aerobatic maneuvers,

pete. Other judges were to be Major

A recent report by Leighton W.
Rogers, President of the Aeronautical

Chamber, disclosed that total sales of

parts for the first three months of this

year were valued at $20,500,000. This

is a 67.9 per cent increase over the

same period last year, and seems to

point to an exceptionally prosperous

year for the industry.

Increased activity has been noted

in many plants during the last month.

Lockheed Orders—Reports from the

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation indi-

cate that a new airline between Auck-
land and Wellington, New Zealand

will be in operation shortly. Union
Airways, Ltd. of New Zealand, a

subsidiary of Union Steamship Co.,

have ordered three Electras, two of

which were scheduled for delivery

late in April and the third late in

May. The ships are standard ten-

Pratt & Whitney Wasp engines. They
cost ill the neighborhood of $165,000.

Moyc W. Stephens, Lockheed pilot,

was to^accompany^the planes to their

pilots of the new line with their

^Orders for the Model 14, not yet

test flown, mounted to 19 with North-
west Airlines taking 8, KLM and
KNILM 6. an unannounced Eastern

airline and private or corporate cus-
tomers 5. One of the private buy-
ers of the new model 14, Lorenz
Iversen, is installing two G-105 Cy-
clone engines to attain an estimated

cruising speed of 280 miles per hour.
The Pittsburgh manufacturer will use

this plane for personal travel.

400 a Month—The Taylor Aircraft Co.
of Bradford, Pa., is laying plans to
produce Cubs at the rate of 400 a

The World’s Lowest Priced Seaplane
Cub has done it again! Now, for the first time in aviation

history, you can have a splendidly performing, two-passenger

seaplane for only $189S—hundreds of dollars lower than a

seaplane was ever priced before!

The New Silver Cub Seaplane at $1895 gives you double

value—for this sensationally low price includes not only the

genuine Edo Floats specially designed for it but also the regular

wheel landing gear. And each is easily and quickly inter-

changeable with the other!

Its dependable, 4-cyUnder, motors an important reason lor

safety and amazing economy. In fact, aU over the country

owners report gas consumption of less than 3 gallons ol gas

per hour and almost no oil! It lands on river, lake or ocean for

from sail wafer. Sales reveal a truly phenomenal demand lor

this combination land- and seaplane that's low in price and
economical to operatel

If you prefer the New Silver Cub without floats, you can still

purchase it at its extremely low price of $1270 F.A.F. Bradford,

Pa. But with floats or without—the New Silver Cub is avia-

tion's biggest value! Order now while you are assured of

immediate delivery.

New Silver CUB Landplane
Now Only *1270 F.A.F. Bradford

Down Payment *425/ Balance Monthly

TAYLOR AIRCRAFT COMPANY
67 A Street, Bradford, Pa.,U.S.A.

The New Silver CUB
THE WORLD'S FASTEST SELLING AIRPLANE
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*IF IT ISN’T A GOODYEAR
IT ISN’T AN AIRWHEEL
AIRWHEEL is Goodyear's trade-

mark, registered in the V. S. A. and

throughout the world, and is used

THERE'S the whole Goodyear airplane

equipment story in a nutshell. Manufac-

turers use it on some of their first planes.

Then on a lot more. Then the fleet usually

comes out in new production 100% Good-

year Airwheel equipped. There’s only one

reason for it. Goodyear airplane equipment

gives the kind of dependable performance

every manufacturer strives to build into every

element of his plane. Dependable safety

under wheel, that’s what makes the Goodyear

Airwheel standard equipment on the finest

private and commercial ships flying today.

Those big, super-soft shock absorbing Air-

wheels can be had for your present ship.

They should be on your new one!

IRVVnCCL X ires I—

—

c.ood/vear
ON YOUR NEW SHIP SPECIFY GOODYEAR AIRWHEELS AND GOODYEAR AIRPLANE BRAKES

AVIATION

month. At the end of 1936, capacity

of the plant was 200 airplanes per

month but on March 16. fire nearly

leveled the plant and it will be entirely

rebuilt. According to sales manager

Ted Weld, it will take 800 employees

to turn out 400 planes each month.

The Wright Way—Wright Aeronautical

Corporation will spend $1,350,000 for

additions to its engine plant at Pater-

son, N. J., according to announcement

by President Guv W. Vaughan. About

$500,000 of this’ will go for new ma-

chine tools and a new four-storv fac-

tory wing. Two new engine testing

cells arc also included in the program

for engines up to 1,800 hp.

Aeroneer—James A. Phillips, Jr.,

president of the Aero Engineering

Corp., Los Angeles, has reported that

the company expects its A.T.C. on

the Aeroneer shortly. First produc-

tion schedule calls for 25 ships, on

which more than 100 men will be em-

ployed. It is expected that these first

production models will be available

for delivery early in August

let for a $2,000,000 expansion pro-

gram at The Glenn I- Martin Co. in

Baltimore. It will add 256,000 sq.ft,

to the available floor space, including

a new assembly unit with an unob-

structed floor measuring 300x450 ft.,

and with head room of 40 ft.

Further and Faster

—

Airlines speed up schedules.

Latest move in the fight against air-

line accidents is an announced experi-

mentation with the Lorenz blind land-

ing system. Apparatus for the system

has been installed by the International

Telephone & Telegraph Corporation at

the Indianapolis Municipal Airport,

where American, Eastern and TWA
will make tests with it. Extensive use

of the system is made in Europe. The
equipment at Indianapolis is under the

direction of Dr. Ernst Kramar.

Fastest—The battle over which air-

line provides fastest service from East

Coast to West Coast continues. April

25 American Airlines took the lead

with a 17 hr. 20 min. schedule on the

Skysleeper American Mercury. The
speed-up was accomplished hy shifting

the route to go through the new air-

port in Nashville instead of stopping

at Memphis, thus cutting 20 minutes

from the previous schedule. But

American did not hold the lead very

long. Five days later, on May 1,

I'WA sliced 31 minutes from the

schedule of the Westbound Sky Chiei,

bringing the time down to 17 hr. 8

Traffic

Latest available statistics Irom the

Great Gains—American Airlines has

reported an increase of 44 per cent in

passenger revenue for March 1937

over March 1936, and a 34 per cent

gain over February 1937. Passenger

miles for the month were 8.921.498, as

compared with 6,615.802 in March

1936. Seating capacity, according to

President C. R. Smith, has been in-

creased 70 per cent over that available

Non-Stop—A shift in scheduled stops

on Eastern Air Lines' New Ynrk-

Miami run took effect April 15.

Henceforth the only stop on the run

will be at Washington. Previously

it was a one-stop run with a refueling

halt at Charleston. This one-stop sche-

dule. the "Pan American Express’’ is

operated with a Douglas DC-3 21-

passenger ship. Route miteage be-

tween Washington and Miami is 989

Ten-Year Calm—Pennsylvania - Central

Airlines celebrated its tenth birth-

day. April 21, by serving birthday

cake to local dignitaries and passen-

gers at all scheduled stops.

Spanish Speakers— Braniff Airway s

will require of its hostesses the abil-

ity to speak Spanish. This is because

many of its passengers, coming

through' the Brownsville gateway, are

natives of Mexico or Latin America.

The line will shortly place in service

five Douglas DC-2’s purchased from

TWA.
NPA lo WAE—Approval has been
given by the Post Office Department

for the transfer of National Parks

Airways’ mail contract to Western

Air Express. This will give WAE a

route extending from Great Falls.

Montana, by way of Butte and Salt

Lake City to San Diego.

Men for Jobs

—

Schools face heavy demands irom

the industry for trained men

Continue!) heavy demand from the

aircraft manufacturing plants for

trained workers finds the country’s

air schools hard put to it to keep up

tire supply. Frequently practically all

the schools’ graduating classes are

absorbed at once.

This year’s winner of the annual

W. E. Boeing Scholarship, awarded

hy the Boeing School of Aeronautics

at Oakland, Cal., is R. Dickson Speas,

of Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

airlines only

AVIATION
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United Aircraft Corf.—For the
quarter ended March 31. net profit

$698,852. This compares with $350,952
for the same period a year ago.

North American- Aviation, Inc.—
Consolidated net profit for the three
months ended March 31. $70,318. Un-
filled orders of the engineering and
manufacturing divisions amounted to
$6,013,556 against $1,094,838 a year
before.

MacWhite Company— Net income
for 1936 of $267,730. against $182,704
for 1935.

Ryan Aeronautical Co.—Net profits

of $4,233 for 1936.

Brewster Aeronautical Corf,—Net
income for 1936, $46,416. equal to 29
cents each on 162,500 common shares,

against $5,621 or 3 cents a common
share in 1935. After deducting fed-

eral surtax on undistributed earnings,
net income for 1936 was $36,866, or

National Aviation—Reported a net
profit of $144,588 for the quarter
ended March 31 after expenses and
normal federal income taxes and in-

cluding $153,332 net profit on sales

of securities. This report did not take

into consideration provision for surtax
on undistributed profits. Net profits

for the quarter a vear ago was $351.-
296.

Beech Aircraft—For period front

Sept. 17 to Dec. 31. 1936, net loss

$3,227.

The Glenn L. Martin Co.—Net
earnings for the first quarter of 1937.

$339,469. Unfilled order backlog as

of March 31 totaled $11,002,340.

Bexdix Aviation Corf.—For the

March quarter, a net profit of $806.-

663 shares of $5 par capital stock,

against $860,820, or 41 cents a share,

for the corresponding first quarter of

NACA Conference
Twelfth annual meeting reveals

new free flight tunnel

The NACA's Twelfth Annual Air-
craft Engineering Research Confer-
ence was held at Langley Field Mav
18 and 20. It was held in two sec-

tions because of the number of aero-

nautical people attending.

Among the new exhibits was a free

flight wind tunnel as well as a free

flight arrangement for measuring the

character and effect of atmospheric

Vdwe/ues
AVIATION'S report of commercial airplane deliveries lor the month ended May 10. 1937.
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Who's mho and what they are doing

» During the reorganization of the

Bureau of Air Commerce, news of

Major R. W. "Shorty" Schroeder's

rector was greeted with a nod of ap-
proval by the industry. Regret at his

tion in the operations department of

United Air Lines. This job, because
of United’s energetic program of re-

portunity to continue the studies along

these lines which he had been super-
vising while with the Bureau. Major
Schroeder's aeronautical

d with e: work in 1910.

From 1916 to 1920 he was with the

Army Air Corps, during which he
made the initial studies on stratosphere

flying and established a world altitude

record. The next five years were de-

voted to aviation insurance, and in

1925 lie joined Ford Motor Company
as superintendent of the Ford Airline.

The following year found him assist-

ing in drafting the regulations for

.fety c npetiti

ation. Flv-

1933 when he was appointed chief of

airline inspection for the Bureau of
Air Commerce, recently becoming its

» Major Schroeder's post as First

Assistant Director of the Bureau of

ard F. Rough. He comes by it log-

in the Detroit area until 1935. He then
went with Gulf Refining Company of

Pittsburgh as territorial manager of

back to the Bureau. Having been with

the Aeronautics Branch, as the bureau
was then known, in its early period of
organization under the Air Commerce
Act, no stranger he to the ramifica-

tions of his new job. Stated Col. J. M.
Johnson, Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce :

“* * * I feet that he has a broad
knowledge of the entire civil and com-
mercial aviation field and that his ap-
pointment will be welcomed by every

phase of civil aeronautics which has to

do with the Bureau of Air Commerce."
Mr. Rough served duri

abroad.

» A great sorrow becomes more
poignant through the death of Cap-
tain Ernst A. Lehmann as the re-

sult of the Hindenburg disaster on
May 6. Captain Lehmann was born
at Ludwigshafen, Germany, and his

early days were dedicated to the sea.

for which he prepared as a sea cadet

on the training ship “Stosch.

ion of s itudy ir

Charlotten-

burg Technical College he was as-

signed to the Imperial Navy Yard at

Kiel, and a year later (1913) was
made commander of the airship "Sach-
sen” for tlte German Airship Company
at Frankfort-am-Main. At the start

of the World War he was continued

in this command by the Army, serving
as skipper of the Sachsen and four
other airships until 1917. He then

became manager of zeppelin construc-
tion and development work on war
airships for the Navy until 1918.

Peacetime found him an officer of
the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin Corpora-
tion, and in 1930 he took over com-
mand of the Graf Zeppelin on its

regular Atlantic flights. In 1936 he
became captain of the Hindenburg.
which brought his career to an un-
timely close at the age of 51. At the

time of his death Captain Lehmann
was president of Deutsche Zeppelin
Reederei, operating company of the
Hindenburg and Graf Zeppelin. He

was co-author of “The Zeppelin."

» Valiant is the word for Bennie
Howard. Fully recovered from the
injuries sustained during the Bendix
race last year, Howard is now pilot

and flight engineer of United Air
Lines’ "Flying Laboratory,” — the
twin-engined Boeing 247D used ex-
clusively for research and experiment.
He will also collaborate with United’s
engineers in developing technical in-

ing beam, and other features. During
his seven years with. United’s eastern

division. Howard designed and manu-

pany, to becor

ager of sales for Babcock & Wilcox
Tube Company, at Beaver Falls, Pa.
Steel tubing has been Mr. Boore's forte
since 1913 when he entered the Pitts-

burgh Steel Company's plant. In 1933
he became manager of tube sales for
Edgar T. Ward's Sons Company, later

THE WACO O W N E R 5 H P . . .

U/tzco Jle&di in

-(-)L’ccta.jt ^ejiltt&tioy

the advantages that attend owner-

ship of the finest automobile. Waco

seats arc luxuriously comfortable,

and cabins are generously spacious

—

licensed for five persons . . . Waco

performance satisfies the most crit-

ical demands . . . And Waco offers

the benefits of world-wide sales and

service facilities approached by no

other airplane manufacturer. Your

local dealer will welcome an oppor-

tunity to demonstrate.
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Stress Ratios
( Continued from page 43)

being equal. This method is based on
the assumption that the magnitude of

all stresses increases proportionally,

which is usually the case when weights

or load factors are increased and when
secondary effects are absent.

Tube Problems

1. Bending and Compression.

(Round tubes) One of the first ap-

pearances of the typical combined load-

ing curve is found in Reference 1,

where nondimensional stress ratios

were plotted against each other. Fig. 8
of that report is reproduced here as
Fig. 4. These curves are based on
tests that were made with transverse

loading at the third points, leaving

some doubt as to their applicability to

other types of loading. Each curve
in this figure represents, in effect, a
tube of different slenderness ratio. The
wide displacement of the curves on the

left side is due to the fact that the

applied compressive stress, Fe, was
divided by the limiting column stress

for short columns, not by the actual

allowable column stress. As a result

the interaction curves do not pass

through 1.0 when R« = 0.

Another interesting point about Fig.

4, is that the term R„ considers only

the primary bending stress. The ef-

fects of secondary stresses (caused
by the axial load acting in conjunction

with the bending deflection) are indi-

cated by the “bending” of the curves
downward. When total bending
stresses arc considered we can expect

a different result, as will be shown

It is interesting to note that the

formula given in the Army Handbook
for the primary bending stress that

can be developed when a given com-
pressive stress is acting can be easily

converted into the following stress

ratio equation:

-*%)(>

-

4) t«

Where k m a /L/p — 30

y l/p

This formula gives results that are in

substantial agreement with Fig. 4.

For engineering convenience, the

non-dimensional curves of Ref. 1 were
converted to a dimensional form based

on actual stresses, so that the margin
of safety could be more easily obtained.

In that form they were used for years

for steel and aluminum alloy tubing

and were included in both military and
commercial airplane requirements.

(For instance, they appeared in Aero.

Bulletin No. 7-A in 1929). In 1933 the

non-dimensional curves were repro-

duced in Aeronautics Bulletin No.
7-A, together with the method of ob-

taining a linear margin of safety,

previously described.

On account of the use of "precise”

equations for computing total bending

stresses, many attempts have been
made to convert the curves of Fig. 4
to this basis; that is, to include secon-

dary bending in the terra ft. A simple
solution, consisting of a single straight

line curve, was indicated in Aero-
nautics Bulletin No. 26 in 1934. Previ-

ous to that time Roy A. Miller, of

Consolidated Aircraft, had developed a

stress-ratio formula which was adopted
by the Army Air Corps. This formula

can be rewritten as follows:

This result can also be obtained from
Eq. 4 by assuming L/p=oo, (this gives

the most conservative interaction

curve) and rewriting the equation as

follows

:

The bracketed expression in the first

term will be recognized as an approxi-
mate factor for converting the maxi-
mum primary bending stress (due to

uniform lateral loading or concentrated

loads at the third points) to the maxi-
mum total bending stress. Thus Eq. 7
reduces directly to Eq. 6.

Eq. 6 is a simple way of expressing

the so-called "Add Area” method dis-

cussed in Ref. 4. The following state-

ment is quoted from that book: "We
find, therefore, that the rational process
of design [of columns subjected to

transverse loadings] is to add to the

area required by the column formula,

the area required as a beam . . . using
the usual value of the allowable stress.”

It is easily demonstrated by simple

calculations that Eq. 6 is actually a

mathematical statement of the above

quotation, which, incidentally, dates

back to 1916.

An analysis of the available data has

shown that in general Eq. 6 is con-

servative. It seems likely that a family

of interaction curves of a general para-

bolic type (such as shown in Fig. S)

can eventually be established to give a
method of analysis that is more rational

and more accurate than any that have

been discussed. Each such curve will

correspond to a given slenderness ratio

2. Bending and Torsion. (Round
tubes) Although various methods of

attack on this problem have been em-

ployed, the stress-ratio method seems

to offer the most useful solution. The
illustrative case already discussed, to-

gether with Fig. 2, tells practically all

the story here. The simple circular

mathematical manipulation) to repre-

sent the identical solution obtained by

other investigators who considered ac-

tual normal stresses and allowed for

the angle at which they acted, in deter-

mining the allowable normal stresses.

3. Bending and Transverse Shear.

(Thin-walled circular cylinders) The
convenience of the stress-ratio method

can be graphically illustrated by ap-

plying it to the results obtained in

Ref. 5. Fig. 8 of that report is repro-

duced here as Fig. 6. When converted

into the stress-ratio system the result

is again the single circular arc shown
in Fig. 3. This can be verified mathe-

matically from the equations derived

in the report, as equations (14) to (17)

of Ref. 5 reduce to:

R> = sin 6

R, = cos 0

which, when squared and added to-

gether give the equation

S’s + ff’. = 1 (8)

In obtaining his results Lundquist

assumed a linear stress-ratio equation

in determining the conditions at the

point of local buckling of the tube. It

is interesting to speculate on the result

that would have been obtained from a

less conservative assumption. For in-

stance, if he had used the "circular”

equation the final result would have

been complete independence of stress

conditons, indicating that transverse

shear has no effect on the allowable

bending stress (assuming that the

bending stresses are those caused by
the shear load, of course). Actually

we might expect the result to lie

somewhere between these two limits

and as a first guess we would assign

the exponent 3 to both stress ratio

terms. This would give the curve illus-

trated in Fig. 3 (Cont . on p. 69)
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Tom Colby intentionally lands his

225 H. P. lacobs powered Beech-

craft in a rough mountain meadow

7,000 feet above sea-level and sur-

rounded by the jagged peals of

The Jackson's Hole Country of

Wyoming.

The Standard Oil Company in

Oklahoma uses the Beechcraft in

serving properties scattered here

and there in the marshes, jack-oak

flats and rugged hills of the Osage.

The eager climbing ability and slow, safe landing speeds of Beechcraft

airplanes, together with their innate sturdiness and high cruising speeds

have won high regard for Beechcrafts wherever unquestioned depend-

ability is 'a prime essential. The ease with which Beechcrafts are flown

has converted many top executives to the practice of flying themselves

and their guests.
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BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
6411 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
W I C KANSAS, U.S.A.H I T A ,



Once mote a jol of pioneering to do On mote a (Cilotslu is clit

HONOLULU . . . NEW ZEALAND

True to its pioneering tradition, the^k^sky Clipper

was selected to establish Pan American's new service

into China.

It was a Sikorsky Clipper that, inJ935, electrified

the world in pioneering the trans-Pacific route to

Honolulu. Again, it was a Sikorsky Clipper that, this

March, opened the South-Pacific route to New
Zealand. Now, fresh from these brilliant achievements,

the Sikorsky Hong Kong Clipper extends its conquest

to the mainland of China.

Whenever there's a long-range over-water job to

be done, the record of Sikorsky makes it the logical

choice.

£'itotsly -Qttctaft, Ktidyepott, (Connecticut, division ofj United -f)iteta.ft (Cotpotation

4. Torsion and Compression. (Circu-
lar Cylinders) This subject is well

illustrated in Ref. 6, from which Fig:. 7
is taken. The solid curve shown is a
cubic parabola represented by the

equation

«*. + «,- 1.0 it)

This case is unusual in that the pres-

ence of tension (denoted by negative

values of Rc ) actually permits the ap-
plied shearing stress to be greater than

the allowable stress for pure torsion.

This continues until the normal tensile

stresses get high enough to cause trou-

ble, whereupon a new curve (indicated

by the dotted line) applies. Such action
will not occur in combined bending
and torsion, as one side of the tube will

always be in compression.

Panel Problems

Interaction curves for the elastic

buckling of rectangular panels under
various conditons of loading and fixity

are given in Fig. 8 to 11. The basic

•information from which these curves
were derived is contained in Ref. 2
and Ref. 7. The curves being more
or less self-explanatory, the following

discussion will be confined to points of

special interest.

Fig. 9. An analysis of the material

contained in Ref. 8 indicates substan-

tial agreement with the interaction

curve of Fig. 9, and also shows that

the interaction curves for clamped
edges and fixed edges are practically

identical for this case.

Fig. 10. For simplicity, the inter-

action curve for this figure ‘was taken

as a modified parabola having an ex-
ponent 1.75, although it appears that a
different type of curve might give a
somewhat better representation of the

is approximately independent of the

proportions of the panel for the range
considered.

Fig. 11. In this figure also, the in-

teraction curve seems to be independent

of the panel proportions. The circular

arc does not give an exact representa-

tion of the data although it clearly in-

dicates the general trend. We suspect,

however, that the circular arc really

represents the exact solution to the

problem and that the points would fall

on this curve if more terms were in-

cluded in the mathematical series from
which the points were obtained. It is

interesting to compare this case of

clastic buckling with that for plastic

buckling of round tubes under the

analagous loading condition illustrated

in Fig. 2.

Interaction Surfaces

As if two loading conditions were
not enough, the designer often has to

struggle with three. It is common to

find (especially in control systems)

that a tube is subjected to combined
bending, compression, and torsion.

There seems to be practically no data

available on this case, but since the

designer had to have something we in-

serted a "three-dimensional" formula
in Aeronautics Bulletin No, 2fi in 19.14.

This was simply

+ R. + He - 1.0 (10)

Since that time we have acquired

enough data on other combinations of

these stresses to show that the above

formula was safe enough. It would
probably be satisfactory to raise the

exponents of R„ and R-, in accordance

with what we have found out about

"two-dimensional" cases. Unfortu-

nately, bending and compression seem
to combine with torsion in a different

addition to get an equation which yields

correct results with any loading condi-

tion absent. This is an interesting sub-

ject for future study and we shall only

suggest an equation which does give

reasonable results when either one or

two conditions are missing. Its ac-

curacy for three conditions can be de-

termined only by tests:

R.(l-R.»)* + «.’ + «. = 10... (11)

We shall not attempt to include a

picture of the interaction surface re-

sulting from such an equation. The
surface does actually exist, though, and
will give consistent results in all four

quadrants, considering both positive

and negative stresses. But let’s drop

this subject before getting involved in

trying to picture four simultaneous

loading conditions.

Other Applications

The stress-ratio method can be ex-

tended to a great variety of problems.

Practically all of the theories of stress

l . 1 1 1
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failure (as contrasted to instability

failure) can be expressed as interaction

curves. Considering the case of a ma-
terial subjected to combined shear and
tension we find that both the von
Mises-Henky and the "maximum
shear” theories of failure give the

same interaction curve, which again

becomes the arc of a circle as shown
in Fig. 3.

An entirely differing type of prob-

form is the bearing of bolts in wood at

different angles to the grain. In this

case the "simple” stress-ratios are

based on the allowable bearing loads

of the bolt parallel and perpendicular

to the grain. The allowable bearing

load at any other angle to the grain

can be conveniently expressed by "com-
bined" stress-ratios in the form of an

One of the ideas suggested by the

stress-ratio curve is a new approach to

the determination of allowable stresses

for simple loading conditions. In plot-

ting the data for Fig. 2, it was found

in several cases that the point for

simple bending fell considerably off a

line fitted to the test data (See Fig.

12). To give consistent results it was
therefore necessary to assume values

for Ft and F. determined by the inter-

cepts of this line on the two axes. It

may seem far-fetched to suggest that a

little torsion should be added in deter-

mining the allowable bending stress,

but there might be something in the

idea. Possibly further investigation

will disclose a "pick-up,” or effect

similar to that found in the short-

column range. The intercept method

certainly applies in such cases.

To sum up: The stress-ratio has

been applied to cases involving elastic

stability, plastic stability, and stress

(or material) failures. Although the

evidence is not conclusive, it appears

that in many cases a single interaction

curve (or surface) will apply to all

of these types of failure for a given

combination of loading or stress condi-

tions. It also seems that in certain

specific cases the nature of the inter-

action is independent of geometrical

proportions and fixity conditions. The
generality of these conclusions must, of

course, be determined by further analy-

The inventor of the stress-ratio

method, whoever he may be, has given

the structural engineer an invaluable

tool for handling combined stresses.

There is nothing mysterious about it

and it gives a picture that is often ex-

tremely helpful to an understanding of

the problem. The real mystery is how
such a basic principle could have re-

mained relatively unused so long, in

spite of the great need for something

of this very nature. We hope that this

attempt to bring it to light will help

clear up at least some of the Chinese

puzzles confronting the modern air-

plane designer.

5. N. A. C. A. Tech. Note No. 523.

Strength Tests of Thin-Walled Duralumin
Cylinders in Combined Transverse Shear
and Bending—E. E. Lundquist.

6. A. S. M. E. Trans. (1924), APM-
56-6. Some New Experiments on the
Buckling of Thin-Wall Construction—
F. J. Bridget, C. C. Jerome, and A. B.

Safety Through Research
(Continued from page 21)

laboratory at Chicago field headquar-

ters. This organization has been in

existence in United Air Lines for al-

most ten years since Hiscock made the

original experiments on two-way radio-

phone communication. Present chief

is Herb Hucke. Besides the contribu-

tions made to de-icing, automatic pilot-

ing, and other fields mentioned above,

its beacon receiver is a standard unit

in today's air transport operations and
its airport runway localizers have
proved their worth on United Air
Lines and are being converted for

adoption elsewhere.

One of its biggest jobs at present is

the supervision of the flying laboratory,

a Boeing 247D airplane assigned en-

tirely to research and fitted with every

possible gadget for experimental work
in the air. Among the projects that

this laboratory is undertaking now is

the further study of antenna systems

for the elimination of rain and snow
static, also the development of auto-

matic blind landings. Besides this

work, the ship is arranged so that

tests can be made on every single piece

of equipment used in the air transport,

engines, propellers, instruments, and a

host of accessory devices. Of interest

also is the fact that Benny Howard,
former United pilot, who was injured

seriously in the 1936 Bendix trophy-

race, will be back in the air again as

pilot of United’s flying laboratory.

Thus West, Cunningham, Hucke.
Howard and dozens of others are
carrying forward the ideas and the

ideals of Thorp Hiscock.

United has been fortunate indeed in

that its management has always recog-

nized the value of fundamental re-

search. President Patterson is no ex-

ception. Although he is not himself a
technical man, he has surrounded him-
self with associates of outstanding tech-

nical ability and has given them as
tree a hand as possible in improving
and developing the service. He is al-

. ways encouraging the work of the

company’s technical laboratories in the

origination and carrying out of ideas

for safer aircraft operation.

W. A. Patterson became interested

in aviation through the Wells Fargo
Bank, which was in charge of Pacific

Air Transport's account before its ab-

sorption in the present United set-up.

In 1929 lie became assistant to Phil

Johnson, then president of the Boeing
Company, and in 1934 he advanced to
the presidency of United Air Lines.

Short, dynamic and personable, Pat-
terson is well known for his progres-

sive attitude in company management.
He has consistently followed a liberal

policy in dealing with personnel and

KOLLSMAN
NEW ELECTRIC TACHOMETER

bration is permanent and independent of the length

of connecting wires ... No brushes or moving contacts

... All units completely interchangeable . . . Sealed-in

life-long lubrication.

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1 Junius Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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with the welfare of his employees. He
realizes fully the responsibility of man-
agement toward employees and he has
always listened sympathetically to sug-

gestions. He has led the way among
the airlines in the establishment of a

Personnel Department for taking care

of suggestions, studying employee wel-

fare. His first concern is in maintain-

ing a healthy employee-management
relationship. To head up the personnel

department. Patterson appointed
Thomas B. Marshall, a man of wide
experience and a former member of

the National Labor Board.

Supporting Patterson's policies is a
strong back-field of men of wide ex-

perience in air transport. D. B. Colyer.

as vice-president in charge of opera-
tions, has had a decade and a half of

experience in air mail operations. He
was superintendent of air mail service

of the Post Office Department when he

resigned to accept a position with the

old Boeing Air Transport. Harold
Crary, vice-president in charge of ad-

vertising and traffic, entered aviation

in 1928, as manager of the American
Air Transport Association, and re-

signed the following year to become
advertising director of Boeing. He
took over public relations and adver-

tising for United in 1932 and in 1934

the supervision of traffic was added.

United's position has been further

strengthened by the appointment of

Major R. W. (Shorty) Schroeder.

lately assistant director of air com-
mence, Jo be manager of operations of

the line.
-
" Shorty’s aviation experience

dates many years and his recent close

contact with the transport industry

while associated with the Bureau of

Air Commerce is an invaluable experi-

ence for an air transport executive.

Among the old-time employees is

Frank Caldwell, chief of dispatch, and
meteorology. A war-time pilot, he
served overseas with the 141st Air
Squadron and after the Armistice,

started flying the mail on the transcon-
tinental route. In 1927 Caldwell came
with United as operations manager.

Long based at Cheyenne, he is still

known as No. 1 Fisherman of the Jack-

son Hole area, although his present

headquarters are maintained in Chi-

cago. His assistant, chief meteorologist

O. T. Larson, was on deck when the

weather bureau set up its airways divi-

sion in 1926. He served three years

with the weather bureau before join-

ing United.

Richard E. Pfennig is United's di-

rector of passenger sendee. After

seven years in operations. Pfennig was
appointed 18 months ago. to take

charge of the newly created passenger

service department which includes

supervision of stewardesses, passenger

agents, food service, and reservations.

The man who worries about mail and

express traffic is Russell LeBrock, who
has been on the job since United's for-

mation in 1927. Before that he put in

many years with the air mail division

of the Post Office Department.

In United’s downtown Chicago

office is the oldest employee of the com-

pany, C. E. Brink, treasurer. Mr.

Brink entered the employ of Boeing

in 1915 and was treasurer of the

Boeing Company until the formation

of United Air Lines, when he took

over the treasury portfolio.

The list of division superintendents

contain some well known names in

aviation. Cleveland division is in

charge of J. A. Herlihy, formerly a

navy pilot, and later pilot for United

on the New York-Chicago division.

Omaha comes under the supervision of

one of the original Stout Line pilots,

Ralph Reed, who has accumulated at

least a million miles of flight experi-

ence. Best known, perhaps, of the

list, is L. D. Cuddeback, the pilot who
first carried the mail on April 6, 1926.

Cuddeback learned to fly with the

Varney-San Mateo Flying School in

1921, tried to start a commercial air

line in Nicaragua but was discouraged

by an unintentional mix-up with a local

revolution. He returned to the United

States to enter the early mail service.

He is now based at Cheyenne and

directs operations on the Salt Lake
Division. Pacific Coast operations are

in the hands of O. C. Richerson, for-

merly a sergeant in the Air Corps dur-

ing the war, who in February 1920

became field manager of the old Air

Mail field at Cleveland. Later he was
transferred to the West Coast as San
Francisco field manager, and he joined

United Air Lines when that company
took over the Transcontinental Airway
in 1927.

Hackbonk of any airline is the pilot

staff. United’s flight personnel consists

of 130 first pilots and 125 second pilots.

Chief of Flying for the system is Rag-
ner T. Freng, a million-miler who
lately had charge of the automatic

landing work at Oakland. Under him

come tile four divisional chief pilots,

Walter Addems in the East, Bill Wil-

liams for the mid-West, Harry Huking
in the West, and Reuben Wagner on

the Pacific. Among the first pilots to-

day are the majority of the men who
pioneered the early transcontinental

airway in 1920, many of whom have

well over a million miles to their credit.

E. “Ham” Lee is the daddy of them
all in point of service, having been in

air mail since 1918, and with better

than 2.000,000 miles on his logbook.

Jack Knight, war-time pilot, has been

in the mail service since 1919, and

made the first night air mail flight in

1921. Jack has also better than

2.000.000 miles. Third ranking pilot

in point of hours, whose flight time

goes back to pre-war days, is Charles

Peeples. Another veteran is Bill Wil-

liams. now chief pilot of the Mid-
western division, who learned to fly

before the war and who piloted the

first Chicago-New York air mail. Im-

possible here to mention all of them,

but a few others of the million-milers

of the pilot staff are Frank Yager,

Heber Miller, Ralph Virden,. Robert

Ellis, Jim Johnson, Monty Brandon,

Harold Knoop, George Grogan, Reiny
Remelin, Werner Bunge and Grover

Tyler.

United, in common with many other

airlines, is making a special appeal to

women passengers. A new office has

been created under the traffic division,

director of women's traffic, a post now
held by Helen Stansbury,

Of such arc the people who operate

and who fly United's 5500 miles of

airway. The services now include air

mail route No. 1 (New York, Chicago,

San Francisco) ; No. 11, (San Diego,

San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver)

;

No. 12 (Salt Lake City to Spokane

and to Portland). This great system

grew from a small beginning when,

on April 6, 1926, Leon D. Cuddeback

took off from Pa?co, Wash, in a Swal-

low biplane to make the first flight on

air mail route No. 5 operated by Var-

nev Air Lines, Inc. About the same
time (May 12, 1926), National Air

Transport began services down through

the Middlewest between Chicago and
Dallas. A few months later, (Septem-

ber 15, 1926) Pacific Air Transport

pioneered the Seattle-Los Angeles

route. Then in February, 1927, the

contract was awarded to newly organ-

ized Boeing Air Transport to fly the

mail between Chicago and San Fran-

cisco. The fourth and final link of

the chain which was to become United

Air Lines was welded on September 1,

1927, when National Air Transport

after a year’s successful operation on
the Chicago-Dallas route, began opera-

tions between New York and Chicago.

Shortly after United came into be-

ing, consolidation and standardization

of operating practices were undertaken

among its several operating divisions.

The original heterogeneous collection

of airplanes which it had been operat-

ing, was in 1933 replaced with the now
famous Boeing Model 247. This equip-

ment was modernized two years later

by engine and other changes and by

f)£ fatter of “Ubtafton”

tab to be£tgn for Steam

GVBRIEI.LE DE LA LANDEU.E trowned. Flying should

be on a scientific basis. The Vicomte de Ponton

d’Amecourt and Felix Tournnehon agreed. Had he not

designed the “Steam Air Liner” the year before? Now,

in 1864, the three had formed a society for further study.

What should it be named? Slowly his pen traced “Socicte

de—AVIATION.” The infant science was christened

for all time.

His “Steam Air Liner,” pictured above, startled the

world. Octuple air screws provided lifting power. Large

planes on either side were to maintain equilibrium. Para-

chutes atop each mast were to open when needed. Every-

thing had been remembered. Everything but one. That

had not yet been discovered—GASOLINE!
A practical power-weight ratio could not be established

with a steam engine. So Landelle's design became an-

other quaint picture in aviation's history.

Today, progress in aviation still depends on the insep-

arably linked fuel and engine. Constantly better gaso-

lines open the way to better design. Even while Ethyl in

aviation gasolines keeps pace and faith with present

engines, Ethyl engineers are cooperating in research to

bring the planes of tomorrow nearer. Ethyl Gasoline

Corporation, Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y.



AMERICA’S "FLYING FORTRESS"

Uses SHELBY SEAMLESS
AIRCRAFT TUBING

ranee, 2S0-m.p.h. speed.

T X this magnificent new giant of

the defense, you sec a ship of

which Boeing engineers are justly

proud. It is the first of the thirteen

famous YB-17 four-engined bombers

built for the United States Army Air

Corps. The last word in aircraft de-

sign, it points the way to super trans-

port planes that will bring to air

travel superior performance and add-

ed reliability.

In the execution of this masterful

design, Shelby Seamless Aircraft

Tubing plays a notable part. Used

in axles, spar chords, motor mounts.

landing gear struts, and other special

structural parts— in fact, wherever

chrome-molybdenum and other alloy

tubular sections are used—you’ll find

For years Shelby Seamless has

figured prominently in aircraft design

and construction. Many of the out-

standing developments in the in-

dustry have been made possible by

its superior strength, toughness, and

light weight, and the many forms in

which it is readily available. Today,

you’ll find it used more and more ex-

tensively in the nation’s finest ships.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY

UNITED STATES STEEL

the Spring of 1937, further replace-

ments were undertaken so that all

major schedules of United are now
being operated with the latest in flying

equipment, the Douglas DC-3s. Boeing
247Ds are still in service for some local

schedules, but all through services are

operated with the larger ships.

is possible to consolidate many of the

old operations and maintenance bases.

plants had been maintained by the

ber of years ago they were all con-

solidated into a central plant at

Cheyenne, Wyo., where every airplane

in the system is routed to be overhauled

at periodic intervals. The Cheyenne

plant is now one of the largest over-

haul and repair bases for aircraft in

the world. Some 500 employees are

regularly engaged in this type of work
at that point. Bill Hoare is in charge.

United’s operations over the last five

years yield interesting contrasts, and

indicate the general progress of air

transport. When we first went to

Cheyenne in the Spring of 1932, part

of the trip was made in Fords, part in

Boeing's 80s, part in a Boeing Mono-
mail. and at that time they were plenty

of Boeing 40s and Boeing 95s still in

service up and down the line. Mak-
ing the trip today, one goes to Chicago

non-stop in one of the luxurious 14-

passenger Mainliners, and from there

on in a 21-passenger DC3. Very

shortly the DST's with their luxurious

sleeping accommodations will be avail-

able over these same routes. We used

to think it was something to make the

trip from Chicago in seven or eight

hours with stops at Toledo, Cleveland

and possibly Kylertown,—all the

while cramped in a narrow seat and
with ears constantly assailed by the

roar of three Wasps. Several weeks

ago we made the same run in three

hours and 25 minutes (a little ahead

of time to be sure, on account of a

good tail wind aloft. Regular schedule

is three hours and 55 minutes), high

up above the weather at 11,000 ft.,

seated comfortably in a large swiveling

armchair with plenty of room to

stretch out and relax. The noise level

was about the same as in a Pullman

car and the excellent meal served dur-

ing the trip could be stacked up against

anything to be found on most railroad

The serving of food in the air has

become important enough (last year

United served 375,000 meals to the

:une of a quarter of a million dollars)

“Maitre d’airline,” a post now held by
Donald Magarrell, formerly vice presi-

dent of a food consulting corporation.

Gone are the cardboard boxes and the

sandwich-and-apple picnic lunch. Sil-

verware, linen and porcelain plates,

cups and saucers, are regular equip-

ment on the Mainliners.

Quite a problem to serve 14 or 21

people out of a 3x6 kitchen, but the '

United stewardesses arc turning the

trick every day. Three classifications

of meals are provided, A, B and C.

The A meal is a complete dinner served

at noon and at the evening dinner hour.

A typical "A" meal includes choice

of fresh fruit or shrimp cocktail, celery

hearts and mixed olives, choice of fried

chicken or lamb chops, potato, fresh

vegetables, salad and dessert. Usually

there is a choice of dessert including

plan. The result has been twofold:

wasted capital and a poor layout.

Realization of the airport shortcomings

and the fear that transport activity

would be transferred elsewhere is

forcing expensive and drastic changes

at the airport. A new hangar 1,000 ft.

long is being built on the western por-

tion of the northern airport boundary.

It is planned to move or to demolish

the four original hangars now situated

in front of the new $600,000 airway

station (between it and the landing

area) to permit effective use of the

new station and to make possible the

use of the proposed new runway plan

which almost entirely changes the pres-

ent layout. A change in an airport

runway layout usually means highly

expensive changes in the landing area

drainage structures.

In spite of its poor layout 265,282

paid airline passengers passed through

the airport in 1936, such heavy traffic

making drastic changes in the airport

layout mandatory.

Similarly the Paris airport of Le

Bourget is now in process of drastic

modernization to make possible the

doubling of the present landing area to

the southwest and to the north ; over a

dozen existing hangars and several

dozen workshops and other airport

buildings will be tom down, two large

hangars having already been de-

molished on the site of the 720 foot

long airway station now being built.

ice cream with cake or such things as

Bavarian cream pudding, apple pie and

cheese. The B lunch is a mid-afternoon

snack of sandwiches, fruits, cheese and

cake. Another type B meal served be-

fore bed-time consists of fresh fruit,

fruit juices, sandwiches and cookies.

For breakfast, the C type meal, the air

traveler has a choice of five different

kinds of breakfast food, fresh or stewed

fruit, and, for the first time, scrambled

eggs and ham or bacon. In summer-

time. lemonade and Coca-Cola are also

available and night flying passengers

may obtain caffeinless coffee. The hot

foods are provided at stations on the

ground and are kept warm in flight in

special thermos containers.

There is a saying current among

United personnel that the line serves

the longest meal in the world,
—“200

miles from soup to nuts.”

Likewise Tempelhof. the commercial

airport at Berlin is being doubled in

area, extension being to the north of

the present landing area, and another

airway station to replace the existing

station is being built in the northwest

angle of the expanded airport. This

airport expansion will leave the present

345 ft. long station and the two 700 ft.

long flanking hangars in the center of

the new landing area. Demolition of

these buildings, apparently, is planned.

Croydon, London’s commercial air-

port, had a similar adventure, expan-

sion of the landing area eventually iso-

lating the original extensive airport

buildings in the center of the expanded

airport, these being demolished at a

cost of $600,000 and new buildings

costing over $1,000,000 being built,

(but now found inadequate, it is said,

to suitably accommodate present day

airport traffic).

The simple expedient of following

a well conceived comprehensive airport

plan drawn up at the outset in the de-

velopment of the airport, the cost of

which would have paid for itself many
times over, would have made these

drastic and expensive revisions of ex-

isting airport facilities unnecessary.

The critical examination of these

four airports has not been done to be-

little the pioneering work already ac-

complished but to point out for those

interested in airport development cer-

tain fundamental principles in the lay-

ing out of the airport which at the

Airport or White Elephant?
(Continued from page 25)



present time appears to be lacking.

Similar radical changes in airport lay-

outs are taking place or are needed

at practically all airports at important

focal points of air and surface trans-

portation.

Airport construction in the past has

too frequently gone forward as though

the grading, draining and surfacing of

the airport landing area, the construc-

tion of runways, the placing and con-

struction of airport buildings and the

laying out of other essential parts of

the airport were so many unrelated

problems. All these elements, however,

should be interdependent if the airport

is to function smoothly as a unit. This

co-ordination is only possible when
they are conceived together and

fold with accordion fold to a con-

venient size so that the chart will

show the course continuously by turn-

ing the next successive fold. Once

in the air, keep a continuous look-out

for landmarks and mark the plane’s

position with a circle and a notation

of the time at every opportunity.

No two navigators will follow the

same technique in accomplishing air

pilotage. However, any skilled navi-

gator will make the best possible use

of all his faculties for checking ob-

served landmarks with landmarks in-

dicated on a chart, or mentally with

landmarks already memorized. Direct

visual observation, while the most

important, is by no means the sole

method of checking position. In addi-

tion to sight, the navigator should

develop to the fullest his sense of

smell, hearing (though in a plane this

is difficult to use), and touch as

applied particularly to his sense of

temperature change. Furthermore,

special attention should be given to

following ranges, fixing position by

bearings, and by distance from known
objects observed. There are other

means for fixing position approxi-

mately, such as the smoke from cities,

night lights from cities seen at a

distance as a glow, special cloud

formations along the coast or over

islands or mountains, and other indica-

tions which will doubtless occur to the

reader when he gives full rein to his

imagination.

Admittedly, some of the wrinkles

noted above are somewhat far-fetched,

and infrequently utilized, though it is

the writer’s conviction that the use of

planned as parts of a closely knit

Experience has shown that it is not

enough to allow the airport to develop

blindly month by month or year by

year as occasion demands, thus leaving

its ultimate developments to chance.

To attain the necessary unity for

present needs and an ordered expan-

sion for potential future air traffic the

airport construction program should

be based on a comprehensive, far

sighted, flexible and well conceived

master plan drawn up at the outset.

Such a comprehensive early plan

forms the very backbone and founda-

tion of the whole airport program and

largely governs the effectiveness of

the capital invested.

many different factors, perhaps sub-

consciously, by experienced navigators

gives them what some people will con-

sider "instinctive” ability, or the

“sixth sense”. The fact is an intelli-

gent person can make far greater use

than is commonly supposed of our

known senses of sight, taste, touch,

smell and hearing.

An example of practical application

of the sense of smell is related by an

Eastern Airlines pilot who tells of a
fellow pilot who makes a safe ap-

proach at the Richmond Airport by

first fixing his approximate position

over the industrial plant at Hopewell,

Virginia, by the sense of smell. Many
have doubtless noted the odors peculiar

to Curtis Bay, and other places. While

not directly applicable to air naviga-

tion, the method of navigation on

Puget Sound by "barking dog” navi-

gation is an old story. It is a fact

that marine pilots in that area when
fog-bound sound their whistles, note

the time for the echo to return and
thereby are enabled to follow the

tortuous channels or to keep at a safe

distance from the shore.

Following ranges is perhaps the best

practicable means for keeping on

course and for assisting the navigator

to identify landmarks. This is done

by noting any two objects along the

course and keeping them in line. As
the nearest object is approached, a

more distant object in line with the

first two is selected, and the course

altered so that the track of the plane

will pass over the ranges. This pro-

cedure automatically allows for wind
drift and thereby enables the navigator

to follow his planned course with more
precision. The closer the plane is to

the course laid down on the chart, the

more easily a landmark may be recog-

nized since similar landmarks several

miles away will not be considered.

Railroads, transmission lines, rivers

and shore lines may often be used as

position lines. For example, a navi-

gator flying from St. Paul to New
Orleans may set a straight course to

the west of the Mississippi river and

need not follow the meandering of the

river but only keep enough to the left

to sight it occasionally. In this case

the river would be an approximate

north-south position line, and the gen-

eral course would be indicated by

sighting the river, though the speed

would not thereby be indicated. At
some such point as the mouth of the

Arkansas river the navigator would

on to New Orleans. In the same way
a mountain range, railroad or shore

line might be used as an aid to naviga-

Sonte good general rules for cross-

country flying are:

(1) Make careful preparations in

advance.

(2) Keep a continuous check on the

plane's position.

(3) Carry a good compass, and
when in doubt steer a steady compass
course. Avoid frequent changes in

course when the position is uncertain,

as these changes only add to the un-

certainty.

(4) Practice map-reading until ob-

jects seen on the earth may be readily

identified on a good map.

(5) When lost, use every means to

get a fix (the plane’s position) as
quickly as possible. The more time

that is lost in getting a fix the more
difficult it becomes to do so.

It is no disgrace to get lost, but the

efficient navigator will make every

effort to reduce the period of uncer-

tainty of position to a minimum. The
moment the plane's position becomes
uncertain, the hazards of flying rapidly

increase and are normal only when the

plane's position is once more definitely

fixed. The longer the period of un-
certainty. the more difficult it is to fix

the position.

In this brief discussion no mention

has been made of Navy Department
Strip Maps, Rand-McNally Air Trails

Maps, etc. Since many practical flyers

will have difficulty in obtaining charts

or special information or equipment

for long-distance flying, further in-

formation will be given persons ad-

dressing the writer through this

column, or at Annapolis, Maryland.

Air Pilotage
(Continued from page 27)
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CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT, DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, EAST HARTFORD, CONN.

The value of DOWMETAI to the aeronautical

engineer, the aircraft manufacturer, pilot and owner

—

cannot be overemphasized. Offering lightness of a

full third over aluminum with comparable strength,

toughness and durability, DOWMETAL has opened

up ever widening opportunities for greater perform-

ance and safety in aeronautics.



POSITIVE CONTROL
> ASSURED BY...

CONTROL CORD

C
OMBAT, observation, bomber or pur-

suit . . . whatever the service, Navy fly-

ing demands the ultimate in control cord

performance. And Roebling Aircraft Cord

is especially made to meet these require-

ments. That is why a majority ofthe nation's

plane builders rig controls ofships made for

Naval Service with Roebling Control Cord.

Roebling Wire Aircraft Products are made

KEEPING PACE WITH AN INDUSTRY

in Stainless Steel and High Carbon (Tinned

or Galvanized) Steel. They include: Aircraft

Wire; Aircraft Strand; Aircraft Cord {6x7,

7x7. 7x19}; Ferrules and Thimbles; Serving

and Locking Wires; Control Strand and

Casing; Compressed FittingsforAttachments »
Power and Lighting Cable » Welding Wire.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY
TRENTON, N.J. Branches m Principal Cities

WHOSE WATCHWORD IS PROGRESS

^.-engined Boeings meet

all these modem needs

—

simultaneously:

BOEING AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Seattle, Washington

In commercial transportation and in

national defense, the role of aviation has

become increasingly important and aircraft

requirements more exacting. The new era

in aviation calls for speed, but not at the

expense of general utility; long range, but

not at the sacrifice of load carrying ability;

adequate “payload” without impairing

speed or range
;
complete comfort, not only

for passengers but for the crew as well, and

ample power for efficient operation under

all (light conditions.

The modern four- engined airplane,

offering the greatest combination of all

these qualities ever attained, is Boeing's

answer to the exacting requirements of

has always halt tomottow s aLtylanes today !



Fundamental principles of

Airplane Design

Airplane Engines

Aerodynamics

Just published, new Third Edition

The Airplane and its Engine

Keltell Type YG-1, U. S. Army Air Corps

AUTOGIROS
for

MILITARY
PURPOSES

andfor

CIVILIAN USES

such as

Rescue Work
Patrol Work

Ground Reconnaissance

Inspection

Restricted Area Operations

Air Mail Shuttle Service

K E L L E T T
AUTOGIRO CORPORATION



HOLD IT. ACE-
TILL YOU SEE THE

BERRYLOID
COLORGRAPH
VISUALIZER.'

DETERMINE THE COLOR

COMBINATION FOR YOUR PLANE

THIS MODERN WAY
Now you can visualize the final appearance

of your plane before finishing starts ! The

amazing new Berryloid Colorgraph Visu-

alizer shows 190 combinations of long-last-

ing Berryloid Pigmented Dopes — displays

their contrasting colors as they will actually

look on the airplane. The fuselage-shaped

Visualizer indicator reveals one color sur-

rounding the other just as a side view of a

plane shows the wing against the fuselage!

Be sure to see the Berryloid Visualizer at

your next 100-hour overhaul. Airline oper-

ators and repair bases may obtain them

through Air Associates, Inc., of Garden

City,N.Y ., Chicago, 111.,and Glendale,Cal.,

or from their jobbers and dealers through-

out the country. The cost is five dollars.

BERRY BROTHERS

CINCINNATI, OHIO • ST. LOUIS. MO. • PHILADELPHIA. PA.

# Years

with

m AERONCA
For seven years Aeronca has entrusted to us

the precision work oi machining the major

parts of Aeronca engines. The same high

degree of accuracy which has made Aeronca

engines noted for their superior performance

is assured to all who avail themselves of

Govro-Nelson service.

• Write Us Concerning Your Requirements

_ i nt

Gowo-nelson
COMPANY

1931 Antoinette Detroit, Mich.

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE under any (lying conditions

distinguishes Kendall Oil, choice of the champions. Re-

finery-sealed containers safeguard Kendall's purity against

contamination of any sort. Kendall Oil is refined 100%

from Bradford Pennsylvania Crude. Most airports

throughout the country can supply you.

KENDALL REFINING COMPANY • BRADFORD, PA.

MORE ACCURATE

YET SAVES HOURS
on Every Motor Overhaul

—the Black & Decker Method oi

Airplane Valve Reconditioning

THE BLACK & DECKER VIBRO-CENTRIC VALVE SEAT
GRINDER quickly produces a smooth, highly polished valve seat

THE BLACK & DECKER UNIVERSAL SUPER - SERVICE
VALVE REFACER quickly puts a new. true-fitting face on any

738 Pennsylvania Ave., Townson, Md.

BLACK & DECKER
World's Largest Manufacturer of

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TOOLS

CJUJ Qtl,. „ .7™,,,

STINSON
PLANE
NEWS

ASK ANY STINSON DISTRIBUTOR

or i,,•.'(<. lo

STINSON AIRCRAFT CORP.
WAYNE (Detroit Suburb) MICHIGAN

D. S. A.

Why has STINSON
delivered more 4-5 place

airplanes than all others

CDMRINED?



PENNSYLVANIA AIRCRAFT SYNDICATE, Inc.

B *A *30 AIRPLANE WING CLOT3&
IS LIGHTER, STRONGER AND MORELS
CLOSELY WOVEN THAN OTHER
AIRFOIL FABRICS. INQUIRIES FROM
DEALERS AND MANUFACTURERS
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.

WELLINGTON SEARS COMPANY, 65

WORTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

mmiHEJi
4VI4TICN EQUIPMENT & EXPORT • INC.

THE AIR AND ON THE GROUND |J’S RCA ALL THE WAY!

SAFE IN THE DARKNESS
with RCA Aviation Radio Equipment to "Light" Your Way!

RCA equipment in three-fourths of

America'sAirportsandmostplanes
using them proves it's better!

Flashing through an inky sky, it's

comforting to know that in spite

ofthe darkness all about you, there

is a light to guide you safely home
—the "light" that's furnished by

RCA Aviation Radio Apparatus.

RCA equipment in planes and
airports means flying that’s safe!

That's why three-fourths ofthe air-

ports in the United States— plus

nearly all the planes using them

—

ownRCA radio products. And this

almost unanimous vote for RCA is

proof that the equipment bearing

the famous RCA trade-mark pro-

Every day more and more pilots

are equipping their planeswi thRCA
Aviation Radio products. Are you

benefitsofairplane radio that'sRCA
ALLTHE WAY? You can— easily

and inexpensively ! Why not look

into it? Just send us a card, and
we’ll forward information, without

obligation, telling you about the

completeRCAlineofaviation radio

products for planes and airports.

farfvrdtfa^adcb
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

riMMjlmlu Imlm*tM>are,oUb,AIRASSOCIATES, INC., Glendale. Ca! ; Chicano. III.

FOR LATEST TYPE
HIGH-OUTPUT

~7Ae A/ew

SCINTILLA MAGNETO CO., INC.

J
<



BREEZE contributes to success of

DICK MERRILL’S Record-Breaking Flight

Some of the

BREEZE PRODUCTS
on Merrill's Plane

• BREEZE FUEL TANKS

•BREEZE EXHAUST GAS
ANALYZER

• BREEZE MULTIPLE CIRCUIT

CONNECTORS

• BREEZE SHIELDING

Conduit and Fittings

Another world's record! A round trip across the

Atlantic in five days. A grand pair of aviators,

Merrill and Lambie ... a grand flight ... a grand

plane . . . with grand equipment throughout. The

Breeze Corporation is justly proud of the perform-

ance of its products that so vitally helped make this

achievement possible. For Merrill's plane is equip-

ped with BREEZE FUEL TANKS. BREEZE EXHAUST
GAS ANALYZER, BREEZE MULTIPLE CIRCUIT CON-

NECTORS and BREEZE SHIELDING Conduit and

Fittings. Breeze manufactures a wide-range of

highly dependable aircraft products.

PARKS AIR COLLEGE
Offers COLLEGE AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING Majoring in Aviation

ARE YOU AFRAID TO FLY HOME IN THE DARK

MARION McKEEN -

• Santa Monica (CaL) • Clover Field • Phone S.M.642-60

SPECIALIZING IN BLIND FLIGHT
TRAINING • • ALL TYPES OF
SCHOOL AND CHARTER WORK

AVIATIONB APPRENTICES

jfm.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

1 WE TRAIN AND PLACE
L> ENGINEERS, DRAFTSMEN

AND MECHANICS
I I Aeronautical Institute

OF LOS ANGELES
III ....

DANIEL GUGGENHEIM SCHOOL
OF AERONAUTICS

gThas-staass

r AIRLINE ENGINEERING AIRPLANE MECHANICS
ARE IN DEMAND

WARREN SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS

For Additional Advertising oj

Schools and Flying Instruction

Consult the Classified Advertising Index on page 90—See

“Schools” and “Flying Instruction" classifications under "Services"
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Planes, and Parts For
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POS,T,ONS VACANT
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WHERE TO BUY
NEW EQUIPMENT—ACCESSORIES—MATERIALS—SUPPLIES

l
NwT

THEHOSE CLAMP WITH
THE THUMB SCREW

J§1 »r
N
o °”k

g._a.

1 jus’es

^“iS',: »“u,Si«£

AIRPORT SIRENS
A NEW SIGNAL USED FOR

SjiWli

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

»F ITANIND
TITANINE INC. UNION, N. J.

RECORDING TACHS

Teicher Manufacturing Corp.

AIRCRAFT SHEET METAL ACCESSORIES

Planes, Engines and Parts For
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STINSON
PLANE
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ASK ANY STINSON DISTRIBUTOR
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STINSON AIRCRAFT CORP.
WAYNE (Detroit Suburb) MICHIGAN

D. S. A.

Why has STINSON
delivered more 4-5 place

airplanes than all others

COMBINED?

THE NEW DRAGON" BOMBER

ROMEC ACCESSORY DRIVE GEAR BOX
North American Aviation, Inc., meets the rigid requirements of the rapidly advancing aircraft industry. The new

Dragon Bomber had to represent the ultimate achievement in military aircraft throughout its entire construction.

Naturally, therefore, it is equipped with the ROMEC /

withstood severe tests over a period of several months.

The previous exhaustive factory tests were supplemented

with the practical and impartial tests in actual flight.

ROMEC Accessory Engine-Drive Gear Boxes incor-

porate every feature that contributes to long life and

trouble-free operation. Backed by ROMEC, with long

experience in the design and manufacture of depend-

able pumps for the aircraft industries of the world.

Write for detailed drawings, specifications, etc.

ROMEC PUMP COMPANY. Elyria, Ohio, U. S. A.

Pacific Scientific Co., 1206 Maple Aye., Lol Angela!. Cal.

Pacific Scientific Co„ 37 Spear St., San Franciico, Cal.

Aviation Equipment & Export, Inc., 25 Beaver St., Ne« York, N. Y.

For Vour Fuel—Vacuum—De-Icer—Air Brakes—Re-

tractable Landing Equipment or for any form of High

Pressure Hydraulic Pump Service ... BE SURE . . .

Specify ROMEC.

ssory Engine-Drive Gear Box. This latest fighting ship

AIRCRAFT ENGINE ACCESSORY DRIVE GEAR BOX

KOI E C
FUEL PUMPS
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For top-notch operating performance use a

gasoline that is balanced! Balanced gaso-

line means savings on warm-up and take-

off . . . instant throttle response and maxi-

mum cruising range.

Shell Aviation Gasolines are balanced fuels!

That means quicker starting, more "revs"

during the take-off and climb, and lower fuel

consumption on long or short trips! Tested

in action, they are acclaimed by pilots all

over the world!

For complete information on any of Shell's

line of aircraft petroleum products, write to

the Shell Aviation Department, Shell Build-

ing, San Francisco; or Shell Building, St.

Louis; or 50 West 50th St., New York.

Averaging 333% M. P. H., 5% miles

for every minute, Howard Hughes
rocketed from Los Angeles to New-
ark, 2429 miles, in the record-shatter-

ing time of seven hours, twenty-eight

minutes and twenty- five seconds.

In this latest achievement, as in

previous records made by Hughes,

Thompson Valves were standard
engine equipment.



Among Eclipse accessories, none are more

justly famed than Eclipse Generators. Reliable

and voltage regulated, Eclipse Generators

have proved their merit, hour after hour, year

after year. Used in the majority of private,

transport and military plane installations.

Full information will be sent on request.

ECLIPSE AVIATION CORPORATION
EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

(Subsidiary of Bendix Aviation Corporation)

TYPE D — 375 Watt — Engine Driven

Generator available for 12 volt

battery charging

TYPE G—225 Watt—Engine Driven

Generator available for 12 volt

battery charging

TYPE E— 600 Watt— Engine Driven

Generators — available for either 12

or 24 volt battery charging


